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ABSTRACT
Image resolution limits the extent to which zooming enhances clarity, restricts the
size digital photographs can be printed at, and, in the context of medical images, can
prevent a diagnosis. Interpolation is the supplementing of known data with estimated
values based on a function or model involving some or all of the known samples. The
selection of the contributing data points and the specifics of how they are used to
define the interpolated values influences how effectively the interpolation algorithm
is able to estimate the underlying, continuous signal.
The main contributions of this dissertation are three fold: 1) Reframing edge-
directed interpolation of a single image as an intensity-based registration problem.
2) Providing an analytical framework for intensity-based registration using control
grid constraints. 3) Quantitative assessment of the new, single-image enlargement
algorithm based on analytical intensity-based registration. In addition to single im-
age resizing, the new methods and analytical approaches were extended to address
a wide range of applications including volumetric (multi-slice) image interpolation,
video deinterlacing, motion detection, and atmospheric distortion correction. Over-
all, the new approaches generate results that more accurately reflect the underlying
signals than less computationally demanding approaches and with lower processing
requirements and fewer restrictions than methods with comparable accuracy.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
This dissertation proposes new applications for existing tools and improvements to
those tools based on mathematical features of the new applications that afford ef-
ficient, analytical implementations. The foundation for this work is built from re-
search on motion detection, and the applications studied are primarily in the area
of adaptive-kernel interpolation. Developments associated with this work span both
basic and applied research in signal processing [Zwart and Frakes, 2013b].
Overall, the main contributions of this work to the field of biomedical engineering
and research in the area of signal processing are:
1) The introduction of a registration-based framework for approximating isophotes
(curves of constant intensity) in images, image volumes, and video. Because the
isophotes of an image or scene are the essential components of its primal sketch and
essential to cognitive interpretation, preserving their true structure is important for
artifact-free processing.
2) The use of effectively identified image isophotes to interpolate images to arbitrary
dimensions. Interpolation along isophotes preserves crisp, natural looking edges that
are visually pleasing. Algorithmic flexibility enables user interactivity for use with
touch-screen devices and other modern human-computer interfaces.
3) The development of an analytical and highly parallelized algorithm for implement-
ing isophote-directed interpolation. In addition to theoretical advances, the newly
proposed algorithm is structured to maximize computational efficiency.
In addition to single image interpolation, this dissertation covers extensions of the
core algorithm to demosaicing, deinterlacing, and traditional motion detection and
compensation applications.
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In structuring this document, general background descriptions covering motion
detection and the foundational methods are provided in Chapter 2 before detailing the
mathematics of the baseline algorithm in Chapter 3. Following the core descriptions of
the newly developed approach, a number of applications are described in Chapters 4 to
7. While some applications are described briefly for illustrative purposes, several are
explored in depth with descriptions of and comparisons to state-of-the-art methods.
Discussions and final conclusions are presented in Chapters 8 and 9. For improved
readability, all referenced code has been provided as Appendix A.
2
CHAPTER 2
Background
Motion is the process by which the position of an object varies with time. Motion esti-
mation in video processing is generally based on temporal registration of video frames
or images. Techniques for registration and motion estimation are widely available
and methods exist for diverse combinations of flexibility, resolution, and assump-
tions. Method selection involves trade-offs in accuracy, sensitivity, and efficiency.
In this chapter, the considerations, applications, and history of motion estimation
techniques for video registration are briefly reviewed before exploring two popular
methods (block-matching and optical flow). At the end of the chapter, conventions
used in the remainder of the dissertation are briefly outlined.
2.1 REGISTRATION AND MOTION ESTIMATION
Registration is the process of defining the spatial transformation that best maps an
image or model to another image or model. A broad range of methods exists for
identifying the transformation and assessing the correspondence or effectiveness of
the results. A general expression for a geometric transform is:
H(xˆ, yˆ) = H(a(x, y), b(x, y)) = I(x, y), (2.1)
where H is the transformed or output image and I is the input image. The geometric
transform specified by the functions a(x, y) and b(x, y) describes the relationship
between the two coordinate frames such that data initially located at some location
(x, y) in the input is repositioned and found at location (xˆ, yˆ) in the output.
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For motion estimation, it is common to express the transformation in terms of a
displacement field:
a(x, y) = x+ Dx(x, y), (2.2)
b(x, y) = y + Dy(x, y), (2.3)
where the elements of Dx and Dy describe the displacement in the x and y dimensions,
respectively. The freedom and detail with which the vector field is specified determines
the flexibility of the motion model. In some applications, the transform may be an
analytical function of x and y. Alternatively, a piece- or even pixel-wise definition of
the new coordinates may be required.
Video registration and motion estimation look to identify the motion field that
generates the approximated frame Iˆ(x, y, t) that best corresponds to the true frame
I(x, y, t). The video frame collected at time t is transformed into an estimate of the
frame at time t+ 1 as:
Iˆ(x, y, t+ 1) = I(x+ Dx(x, y), y + Dy(x, y), t). (2.4)
The procedures and metrics for determining the ‘best’ motion field are determined
by the requirements of a given application.
Motion estimation applications can be classified as motion-final and motion-supported.
For motion-final applications, the estimated motion field is the final output of the pro-
cess. Further quantification or interrogation of the motion vectors may follow, but
the purpose of the motion estimation step is to construct a depiction of the mo-
tion. Applications involving estimated motion fields are highly varied and appear in
current research in fields as diverse as fluid mechanics [Shindler et al., 2012], civil
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engineering [Rodriguez et al., 2012], robotics [Arkin, 2012], astronomy [Fujita et al.,
2012], aeronautics [Shabayek et al., 2011], medicine [Li et al., 2002], and agriculture
[Dawkins et al., 2012]. In contrast, motion-supported applications utilize motion
vectors as inputs to other processing steps. Video compression is perhaps the most
pervasive motion-supported application in modern video processing [Wiegand et al.,
2003]. Other applications include motion-directed interpolation [Chen and Lorenz,
2012] and deinterlacing [Dufaux and Moscheni, 1995].
Depending on the application, the desired features of the motion estimation algo-
rithm can vary greatly. For motion-final applications, high accuracy and resolution
may be important while computation time may be less critical [Brox et al., 2010].
In applications requiring a dense and accurate depiction of the motion field, meth-
ods based on optical flow are commonly utilized [Amiaz et al., 2007]. For motion-
supported applications, the computation time and feasibility of implementation in
basic hardware may be most important [Wo´jcikowski et al., 2011]. Additional con-
siderations like the smoothness or entropy of the motion field may influence what
constitutes the ‘best’ result [Jing et al., 2003]. For time sensitive and hardware
implemented applications, block-based motion estimation algorithms are standard
[Chatterjee and Chakrabarti, 2011].
While a tremendous number of other approaches and applications exist, back-
ground provided here is restricted to block matching and optical flow. In Chapter 3,
it will be shown that control grid methods represent a compromise resulting in motion
field density, accuracy, and computational costs intermediate to block matching and
optical flow algorithms. In addition to being the most relevant methods for prefacing
the discussion of control grid techniques, block matching and optical flow are the
most popular brute force and mathematical optimization methods (respectively) for
motion estimation. Chapters 4 and 5 introduce applications of control grid methods
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to registration problems including motion estimation. Chapters 6 and 7 detail inter-
polation related applications. Other approaches to those applications will be covered
along with the CGI descriptions.
2.2 BLOCK-BASED MOTION ESTIMATION
Block-based motion estimation describes the class of methods that assign a displace-
ment value pair d = [dx, dy] to blocks of pixels such that the motion vector describing
the movement of the block applies to all pixels within the block. Block-based meth-
ods are frequently referred to as block-matching algorithms (BMAs) as the objective
function is phrased in terms of similarity between the originating block and blocks
of pixels in the target image or frame. BMAs define the block-based motion field
by identifying the displacement vector that shifts the original block of pixels into a
position where it overlays the most similar block in the target frame. Algorithms are
differentiated by the sequence through which candidate positions are considered, lim-
its and assumptions about which candidates are possible or probable given previous
matches or image features, and the metric by which similarity is assessed [Purwar
et al., 2011].
The most common metrics for assessing match quality are the sum of absolute
differences:
SAD =
k∑
m=1
k∑
n=1
|H(m,n)− I(m,n)|, (2.5)
and sum of squared differences:
SSD =
k∑
m=1
k∑
n=1
[H(m,n)− I(m,n)]2. (2.6)
In both cases the comparison occurs pixel-wise, and the summation is over the full
6
block where k indicates the block side length and H and I are the blocks being
compared. Many other metrics have been proposed including metrics based on the
number of ‘close’ pixel matches and cross correlation [Choi and Jeong, 2011]. To
reduce the computational burden, some approaches evaluate match quality based on
partial blocks, projections, or histograms of the blocks rather than on a pixel-by-pixel
basis over the full block [Park et al., 2012]. Alternatively, the Fourier transform can
be employed to streamline the computation of the difference metric [Kilthau et al.,
2002].
The most basic approach to block matching is an exhaustive search. Exhaus-
tive searching is generally limited to some maximum displacement range and can
be conducted with sub-pixel resolution via interpolation. Alternative approaches to
conventional block matching involve intelligent methods for eliminating portions of
the exhaustive search either by pre-discarding candidate displacements or avoiding
or simplifying calculation of similarity metrics [Song and Akoglu, 2011] . Since the
exhaustive search is algorithmically straightforward and foundational to all BMAs, a
simple software implementation is provided in Appendix A as Program A.1.
In the block matching approach described in Program A.1, several key assumptions
are made:
1. Each block of pixels moves as a unit.
2. The blocks do not move by more than the maximum displacement.
3. All possible displacements must be checked. Equivalently, each of the possible
displacement vectors is equally likely.
All BMAs are subject to the first assumption and almost all (for computational fea-
sibility) make some assertion regarding the maximum displacement. At a minimum,
most BMAs assert that the matched block exists in the adjacent frame. Most BMAs
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also make some assumption regarding the probability of the displacement candidates.
The exhaustive search approach always computes the match quality achieved by each
possible displacement within the search range. From a probabilistic perspective, the
only reason to do an exhaustive search would be that all of the possible displace-
ments are equally probable. Other assumptions or causes for an exhaustive search
include coding (particularly hardware) considerations and an unwillingness to tolerate
missing lower error matches regardless of how improbable they may be.
When coding challenges can be overcome and some increases in error are tolerable,
additional assumptions can be applied to adjust and build on Assumption 3. Common
assumptions involve similarity of the displacement field to a previously computed set,
smoothness of the error surface, and predominance of smaller displacements [Saha
et al., 2011]. As a result, efficient algorithms tend to begin by searching a central
region and narrowly expanding the search region based on the preliminary error or
beginning with a less sensitive, lower resolution approach before narrowing in on the
final full resolution displacement estimate [Chun and Ra, 1994]. Alternately, the
initial search region may begin around a displaced location using the displacement
field previously computed for a different frame pair [Shi et al., 2011]. Rapid BMAs
are commonly referenced by the search pattern or number of steps involved. For
example, spiral search, diamond search, three step search, new three step search, and
four step search are all modern BMAs.
In addition to algorithmic developments focused on novel search progressions and
maximizing the quality of the block matching, recent efforts are frequently focused on
approaches that effectively decrease memory and computational burden in ways that
translate well to implementation in hardware [Song and Akoglu, 2011]. Hardware
focused research is generally motivated by video compression [Wiegand et al., 2003].
Some of these efforts are focused on the implementation of alternative search trajec-
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tories. Other approaches still involve checking all matches but with metrics requiring
fewer computations or truncated computations allowing a poor match to be ruled out
early based on a partial comparison [Lin et al., 2012].
While the computational burden associated with the exhaustive search block
matching algorithm can be minimized using intelligent speed-ups, several fundamen-
tal limitations related to resolution and flexibility remain. The output of any BMA
is one motion vector per block of pixels. This affords motion models capable of de-
scribing the translation of block-sized objects. While specific applications like video
compression are designed around a block-based model, the low resolution poses sig-
nificant challenges to realistically modeling three-dimensional motion. However, as
motion models are allowed to take on more complex forms and are resolved at finer
scales, trial-and-error approaches to match optimization become unwieldy. Opti-
cal flow, covered next, is one of the most common approaches to generating dense
displacement fields capable of describing more complex motion as a combination of
pixel-by-pixel translations [Horn and Schunck, 1981, Lucas and Kanade, 1981].
2.3 OPTICAL FLOW
Optical or optic flow describes a class of motion estimation approaches based on
what is typically referred to as the brightness constraint. Approximating optical
flow amounts to matching sensor responses over time; for digital video frames, this
amounts to matching pixels with the same intensity. For a given pixel-sized object
(point light source) located at spatial location (x, y) at time t, optical flow looks to
identify the object’s new location, (x + α, y + β), at time t + ∆. Tying the object’s
identity to its measured intensity, I, this matching amounts to the following equality:
I(x, y, t) = I(x+ α, y + β, t+ ∆). (2.7)
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Equation 2.7 is the known as the brightness constraint. Optical flow uses brightness-
based matching to construct a two-dimensional projection of three-dimensional mo-
tion.
Strictly speaking, block matching algorithms represent an approach to optical
flow [Little and Verri, 1989]. By matching block intensities across frames, BMAs
empirically determine the displacements that best satisfy Equation 2.7 for a given
block of pixels. Other methods for determining the optimal displacement values have
been introduced including phase, frequency, and causality derived approaches [Ya-
mashita et al., 2012]. In this section, the focus is restricted to the class of optical flow
algorithms that utilize first order derivatives to determine the optimal displacements.
Classical approaches to optical flow begin with a Taylor series expansion of the
brightness constraint (Equation 2.7):
I(x, y, t) = I(x, y, t) + α
∂I(x, y, t)
∂x
+ β
∂I(x, y, t)
∂y
+ ∆
∂I(x, y, t)
∂t
+H.O.T. (2.8)
Higher order terms are generally dropped (some authors have retained second order
terms [Nagel, 1983]) and the partial derivates are approximated from the digital
data. Using the first order Taylor series expansion and Ix, Iy, and It to represent the
approximations to the x, y, and t partial derivatives, the deviation from the brightness
constraint (squared error) can be rewritten as:
E(α, β) = (αIx(x, y, t) + βIy(x, y, t) + ∆It(x, y, t))
2 . (2.9)
Typically, the spacing in time is fixed at ∆ = 1 and the displacements are normalized
such that:
[Dx,Dy] = argmin
[Dx,Dy ]
(Dx ◦ Ix + Dy ◦ Iy + It)2 , (2.10)
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where [Dx,Dy] is the vector field describing the estimated motion or ‘optical flow’
and ◦ indicates the Hadamard product (element-by-element multiplication). For
any given pixel location, Equation 2.10 may not define a unique displacement pair
[Dx(x, y),Dy(x, y)]. This is commonly described as the aperture problem and is high-
lighted in the underdetermined equation:
0 = (Dx(x, y, t)Ix(x, y, t) + Dy(x, y, t)Iy(x, y, t) + It(x, y, t))
2 , (2.11)
where Dx(x, y, t) and Dx(x, y, t) are both unknowns. An optical flow algorithm must
specify an additional constraint to overcome the aperture problem. Typical con-
straints relate to the smoothness of the motion field either globally, in the region
local to the pixel in question, or a hybrid [Bruhn et al., 2005]. Control grid optimiza-
tion provides a hybrid smoothness constraint that is locally smooth and maintains
global connectivity and continuity. Details of this type of constraint are explored in
Chapter 3 along with the control grid approach to optical flow.
2.4 CONVENTIONS
Several conventions for describing motion estimation problems mathematically have
been introduced in this chapter. These conventions are worth formalizing here as they
will be employed throughout. In addition, other key conventions that will be used in
subsequent chapters are defined here. In general, boldface, capital letters are used to
represent matrices (e.g., I), boldface lower case letters to represent vectors (e.g., d),
and standard type lower case letters to represent scalars (e.g., x). Values or matrices
that are modified or approximated versions of existing values or data are indicated
with a hat (e.g., Iˆ). In subsequent chapters, a bar is used to indicate matrices that
have been vectorized retaining the capital and boldface convention (e.g., I¯).
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Figure 2.1: Indexing conventions. The M × N grid of pixels is indexed as (m,n).
The integer index points along the x axis and corresponding to row entries in the
data matrix are denoted as m. Integer indexes along the y access and correspond to
column entries are denoted as n.
Figure 2.1 depicts the conventions used in describing positions within images and
indexing matrices. The variable x is used to indicate position along the continuous
vertical axis and y to indicate position along the continuous horizontal axis. The
coordinate pair (x, y) can be used to describe any position within the image. Pixels
within the M × N image matrix are identified using (m,n) with m and n both
integers. When indexing, a one-based system is used such that the top left corner
has coordinates (m,n). This combination of standards maps directly to indexing by
row and column numbers in array notation (e.g, Im,n) and common mathematical
programming languages like MATLAB. A separate indexing notation is not used for
displaying images.
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CHAPTER 3
Control Grid Interpolation (CGI)
The terms control grid and control grid interpolation as they are used in this docu-
ment stem from the geometric registration algorithms packaged with the Video Image
Communication And Retrieval (VICAR) image processing software system developed
by Jet Propulsion Laboratories (JPL) [Castleman, 1979]. As originally presented, a
control grid is a mesh of contiguous quadrilaterals, the vertices of which are mapped
to the vertices of a regular lattice of contiguous rectangles as shown in Figure 3.1.
Control grid interpolation describes the process by which points within the elements
of the control grid are mapped between the input and output images.
Sullivan and Baker introduced control grid interpolation (CGI) for motion esti-
mation in 1991. That work provides the following, modified definition for control grid
interpolation:
Control grid interpolation is a technique for performing spatial image
transformations. It begins with specified spatial displacements for a small
number of points in an image, termed control points. The spatial displace-
ments of all other points in the image are then determined by interpolating
between the control point displacements [Sullivan and Baker, 1991].
This definition removes the requirement that the output grid be a regular lattice
and emphasizes the description of the transform in terms of displacements. Funda-
mentally, any spatial transform or motion field explicitly defined at control points or
nodes and interpolated in between meets the modified definition. While the use of
quadrilateral (rectangular and otherwise) elements is retained by Sullivan and Baker
[1991], their proposed definition applies to a wide range of spatial transformation-
13
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the control grid and control grid interpolation as defined in
[Castleman, 1979]. Note that the vertices are mapped directly and that the relative
positions within grid elements are maintained following the transform.
based approaches to motion estimation including those that utilize alternative mesh-
ing structures such as triangles and multi-resolution girds [Huang and Hsu, 1994,
Nakaya and Harashima, 1994].
Also unrestricted in this definition of control grid interpolation is the method
for determining the displacements at the nodes. Whereas Sullivan and Baker imple-
mented CGI motion estimation as an iterative refinement of displacements computed
using block matching techniques, other authors have smoothed and approximated
dense motion fields computed using optical flow with CGI. Still other approaches
utilize full or partial control grid connectivity to overcome the aperture problem
and constrain optical flow-based approaches to motion estimation [Altunbasak and
Tekalp, 1997]. The advances made in this body of work employ CGI as a regulariza-
tion framework for solving optimization problems related to the brightness constraint
as it applies to optical flow and other image processing applications.
This chapter introduces the mathematics and some of the basic algorithms asso-
ciated with approaching CGI as a constraint. CGI will be used to reduce the number
of unknowns in an optimization problem from the number of points in the data set
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to the number of nodes in the control grid. While all of the applications discussed in
subsequent chapters will use error functions related to the brightness constraint, that
restriction is not necessary in exploring the preliminary interpolation mathematics of
CGI. The basic interpolation foundation in one and two dimensions is covered with
the scope restricted to linear interpolation (bilinear for two dimensions) and fixed-
size rectangular grid elements. Modified control grid structures with multiresolution
grids and adaptive sizing of grid elements are also briefly discussed. Following this
introduction of the framework, the specifics of the optical flow optimization mathe-
matics as well as approaches for minimizing optical flow cost functions analytically
are detailed.
3.1 CONVENTIONAL CGI FORMULATION
This section introduces the basic interpolation mathematics of CGI in terms of uni-
formly spaced control points starting with a simplified, one-dimensional format fol-
lowed by a two-dimensional, rectangular lattice.
3.1.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL
In one dimension, the control grid structure reduces to a series of adjacent segments.
Rather than break an array into sub-elements, the nodes divide a vector into chunks
of data. The values between nodes are interpolated linearly in the provided examples
and discussions. Higher order interpolation approaches are also possible and have
been explored by other authors [Szeliski and Coughlan, 1994].
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x+ kx
d(x)
d(x+ k)
Figure 3.2: Example plot of a piecewise linear variable.
For values of the vector d defined at adjacent nodes x and x+ k, with k the node
spacing, the value of d at any location x+ i with 0 < i < k is computed as:
d(x+ i) = [θ1(i) θ2(i)]
 d(x)
d(x+ k)
 , (3.1)
where:
θ1(i) =
k − i
k
, (3.2)
and
θ2(i) =
i
k
. (3.3)
Figure 3.2 shows a plot of a synthetic variable obeying this piecewise linear structure.
Such a plot will always be continuos and will generally have discontinuous derivatives.
For simplicity, these descriptions assume x, k, and i are integers; however, the above
interpolation equations apply for continuous variables as well.
If dL = d(x ∈ l) and l = [1, 1 + k, 1 + 2k, ...,M ], then an overall matrix equation
for defining each of the M values in vector d from the L values in the nodal subset
dL can be generated from Equation 3.1. That is, the vector dL can be interpolated or
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resampled to define the higher resolution vector d where it is assumed that the new
sampling rate is an integer multiple of the previous. Again, this assumption is for
convenience and not a requirement of linear interpolation. Defining Θ as an M × L
matrix of the form:
Θ =

1 0 0 . . . 0
θ1(1) θ2(1) 0 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
θ1(k − 1) θ2(k − 1) 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 θ1(1) θ2(1) . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 θ1(k − 1) θ2(k − 1) . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 θ1(1) θ2(1)
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 . . . θ1(k − 1) θ2(k − 1)
0 0 . . . 0 1

, (3.4)
d can be written in terms of dL as:
d = ΘdL. (3.5)
Program A.2 in Appendix A provides an example of a MATLAB function that can
be used to define the interpolation matrix Θ. Using the program, it is possible
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to construct an interpolation matrix for a fixed node spacing or for a collection of
arbitrary nodes with any combination of spacings. Building the interpolation matrix
for a two-dimensional control grid is a simple Kronecker product as described in the
next subsection.
3.1.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL
In place of the vector variable d, consider the M × N matrix D. The row indices
corresponding to nodes are defined as: lx = 1, 1 + k, 1 + 2k, ...,M and the column
indices correspond to nodes as: ly = 1, 1 + k, 1 + 2k, ..., N such that DL contains the
control points from D:
DL = D(x ∈ lx, y ∈ ly). (3.6)
The higher resolution matrix D is built from DL using a two-step (separable) approach
to bilinear interpolation.
If the matrix ΘX is of the form shown in Equation 3.4 with M rows and the
matrix ΘY is of the same form with N rows, the full matrix D can be written in
terms of the control points as:
D = ΘXDLΘ
T
Y . (3.7)
This expression for D is challenging for optimization problems involving DL because
of the right multiplication. To remedy this, D¯L is introduced as a vectorized form
of DL (i.e., D¯L is a column-wise concatenation of DL). Extending this notation, the
vectorized version of the higher resolution matrix D (written as D¯) can be estimated
using a combination matrix ΘXY defined as the Kronecker product of the horizontal
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and vertical interpolating matrices such that
ΘXY = ΘY ⊗ΘX , (3.8)
and
D¯ = ΘXY D¯L. (3.9)
The sample interpolation matrices shown in Figure 3.3 is generated using Program
A.3 in Appendix A. The use of linear interpolation basis functions results in sparse,
narrowly banded matrices.
3.2 MULTIRESOLUTION AND ADAPTIVE CGI FORMULATIONS
Image processing problems related to motion detection frequently incorporate a mul-
tiresolution, pyramidal, or hierarchical approach to optimization. CGI can be im-
plemented in a multiresolution framework by progressively optimizing on denser and
denser grids. Factors influencing an optimization problem frequently occur at multi-
ple resolutions. In cases where a global behavior exists, it may dominate error metrics
and cost functions to the extent that more local features become lost in the noise.
Minimizing a cost function at progressively finer resolutions allows the global and
local behaviors (e.g., egomotion and subject motion) to be addressed.
For CGI approaches to optimization, the resolution risk is elevated in that the
spacing of the control nodes can artificially emphasize one scale of problem features.
Multiresolution or hierarchical CGI involves a sequential refinement of the control
grid to accommodate features on smaller scales until a minimum grid size is reached.
Beginning with the lowest resolution grid, the optimal solution is defined and fixed.
The remaining error is then addressed with a refined grid. Generally, a quad-tree
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⇥X ⇥Y
⇥XX ⇥XY
Tuesday, October 16, 12Figure 3.3: Example matrices showing the form of the interpolation matrices for
one- and two-dimensional CGI. Program A.3 can be used to generate similar sample
matrices. Higher intensity indicates a higher weighting.
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1st Pass
2nd Pass
3rd Pass
Sunday, December 9, 12
Figure 3.4: A multiresolution approach to one-dimensional CGI. Sequential refine-
ment using progressively denser nodes defines the final vector of variables.
structure is utilize and the node spacing is halved each time. Figure 3.4 shows a
hypothetical, three-stage refinement of a one-dimensional control grid. The final
displacement variables are determined as the sum of the full resolution (interpolated)
values from each of the refinement stages.
Multiresolution CGI makes it possible to address data features at multiple scales;
however, the global connectivity of the control grid is retained at all resolutions and
each resolution considered adds to the computational requirement. For regions with
low error, where motions defined using a low resolution CGI framework minimize a
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Multiresolution
Adaptive
Low Resolution 
Grid
Stage One 
Refinement Grid
Stage Two 
Refinement Grid
Figure 3.5: Adaptive and multiresolution approaches to two-dimensional CGI. Both
approaches define the final matrix of variables through sequential refinement using
progressively denser nodes. Whereas the multiresolution approach refines the solu-
tions for the full grid, only the solutions within high error regions are reevaluated in
the adaptive approach.
given cost function well, further refinement is unnecessary, costly, and can in many
cases compromise the quality of overall results. Figure 3.5 shows both hierarchical
refinement of the full grid’s resolution and a hypothetical, adaptively refined grid.
In the adaptive refinement case, regions with high error are indicated with the bold
outlines and only those portions of the grid are refined and addressed with subgrids.
Alternatively, the original mesh can be structured to include more nodes in regions
with higher initial error, greater structure, or saliency.
3.3 OPTIMIZATION MATHEMATICS
The proceeding descriptions have explored the structure and interpolation mathe-
matics of CGI. In Chapter 2, the brightness constraint and the basics of optical flow
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Figure 3.6: Pixel matching framework for optical flow. Examples with (A.) one and
(B.) two degrees of freedom.
were developed. In this section, a one- and then two-dimensional CGI framework
is used to regularize the brightness constraint with one and two degrees of freedom,
respectively. To retain the framework and context for optical flow described initially,
variables that would suggest movement (i.e., displacement over time) are used. Figure
3.6 shows the overall framework used for the derivations. Subsequent chapters will
explore other applications.
3.3.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONTROL GRID AND ONE DEGREE OF FREE-
DOM OPTICAL FLOW
The left panel of Figure 3.6 shows a theoretical displacement of a point brightness
such that:
I(m, p) = I(m+ d, p+ 1). (3.10)
Over a unit change in time, the brightness is displaced by d while retaining the same
intensity. As in previous sections, m is an integer coordinate along x. The variable p
is used to index integer coordinates along t.
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The Taylor series expansion can be used to generate an error equation describing
deviations from the brightness constraint expressed in 3.10:
E(d) =
(
I(m, p+ 1)− I(m, p) + d∂I(m, p+ 1)
∂x
)2
, (3.11)
where the unknown variable d has been isolated from the image intensity term. Equa-
tion 3.11 can be directly minimized using a centered difference estimate for the partial
derivative and setting the error to zero such that:
d = 2
(
I(m, k)− I(m, p+ 1)
I(m+ 1, p+ 1)− I(m− 1, p+ 1)
)
. (3.12)
This direct formulation is easily corrupted by noise when I is piecewise constant as
is typical for many signals of interest. That is, over segments where the true signal
is constant and the measured signal deviates only because of noise, the denominator
will be near zero leading to spurious results.
Use of a control grid formulation to regularize Equation 3.11 effectively replaces
the single equation in one unknown with an overdetermined system of equations. If
I¯(p) is the intensity vector with time index p and I¯x(p) is the vector of all its (finite
difference estimated) x partial derivates, then the error (Equation 3.11) for the full
vector of displacements can be written as:
E(d) =
(¯
I(p+ 1)− I¯(p) + diag[I¯x(p+ 1)]d
)2
. (3.13)
The diag[] operator places the elements of the input vector along the diagonal of an
otherwise zero-valued, square matrix such that the product of the diagonal matrix
and a vector is the same as the element-by-element multiplication of the vector and
the input to the diag[] operator. Using a one-dimensional control grid formulation to
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define d from a subset of control nodes, dL yields:
E(dL) =
(¯
I(p+ 1)− I¯(p) + diag[I¯x(p+ 1)]ΘdL
)2
. (3.14)
For convenience, a simplified notation for Equation 3.14 is introduced:
E(dL) =
(¯
It + JdL
)2
. (3.15)
The error defined by Equation 3.15 is minimized when:
JT (−I¯t) = JTJdL. (3.16)
Solving for dL requires inverting J
TJ, a L×L matrix. This would, generally speaking,
be a costly operation best addressed by an iterative numerical solver [Zwart and
Frakes, 2013a]. However, the structure of Θ (and therefore J) results in a tridiagonal
structure for JTJ. Tridiagonal matrix inversion can be efficiently carried out using
a streamlined Gaussian elimination approach and has computational demands that
scale directly with the matrix size (O(L)) [Zwart and Frakes, 2013a]. Program A.4 in
Appendix A provides an example MATLAB implementation of the tridiagonal matrix
inversion or Thomas algorithm [Chapra, 1980, p. 156]. For each row of pixels, the
full displacement vector d is calculated from the nodal displacements in dL using the
interpolation matrix Θ and requires (2M − L) multiplications. The overall order of
complexity for computing the displacement vector d for a line of pixels of length M
is O(M) with the sparse matrix multiplication JTJ being the most expensive step.
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3.3.2 TWO DIMENSIONAL CONTROL GRID AND ONE DEGREE OF FREE-
DOM OPTICAL FLOW
This subsection covers the special case of the right pane of Figure 3.6 where the
displacement along x, d1, is unknown and the displacement along y is fixed at d2 = 0.
This would be, for example, a reasonable assertion in the case of a video camera with
the line of sight perpendicular to car motion along a highway. In such a scenario,
Equation 3.11 remains relatively untouched and the foundational problem remains
uniquely determined:
E(d1) =
(
I(m,n, p+ 1)− I(m,n, p) + d1∂I(m,n, p+ 1)
∂x
)2
. (3.17)
As in the one-dimensional CGI approach (formalized in Equation 3.14), Equation
3.17 can be extended to describe the error for the full matrix of displacements using a
vectorized version of the input signals and the two-dimensional interpolation matrix
defined in Equation 3.8:
E(d1L) =
(¯
I(p+ 1)− I¯(p) + diag[I¯x(p+ 1)]ΘXY d1L
)2
. (3.18)
As before, I¯(p) is defined as the signal vector with time index p; however, in the
two-dimensional case the vector is a concatenated version of the signal matrix. The
vector I¯x(p) remains the vector containing the finite-difference estimated x partial
derivates; it is important to note that the vectorization occurs after the derivative
calculation.
Given Equation 3.18, the only structural change to the problem is in the form
of the interpolating matrix. Reviewing Figure 3.3, the two-dimensional interpolation
matrix remains sparse but with a wider data band. As a result, the coefficient matrix
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to be inverted (now an LxLy × LxLy matrix) also exhibits a wider banding and the
Thomas algorithm presented in Program A.4 is no longer applicable. Retaining the
shorthand expression for the least-squares minimization problem shown in Equation
3.16, where J includes the interpolation matrix ΘXY , the resulting coefficient matrix
JTJ will be a symmetric, block tridiagonal matrix. Figure 3.7 show this graphically
using the sample ΘXY matrix from Figure 3.3. The block tridiagonal structure invites
efficient analytical solution algorithms [Jain et al., 2007]. Alternatively, the local
dominance (matrix values decrease away from the central diagonal) can be capitalized
on using an iterative, sliding window technique [Frakes et al., 2001].
The framework described is limited in that the second degree of freedom generally
incorporated in two-dimensional motion estimation has been neglected. As such, the
proposed framework does not address the aperture problem of optical flow. In the next
subsection, the scope is extended to include the two degrees of freedom represented
in the traditional brightness constraint error model.
3.3.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONTROL GRID AND TWO DEGREES OF FREE-
DOM OPTICAL FLOW
In the general case, the right pane of Figure 3.6 depicts the scenario where the dis-
placements along both x and y (d1 and d2, respectively) are unknown. In such a
scenario, Equation 3.11 takes on the form of traditional optical flow:
E(d1, d2) =
(
I(m,n, p+ 1)− I(m,n, p) + d1∂I(m,n, p+ 1)
∂x
+ d2
∂I(m,n, p+ 1)
∂y
)2
.
(3.19)
As in previous approaches, Equation 3.19 is extended to describe the error for the
full matrix of displacements using a vectorized version of the input signals and the
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⇥ =
Tuesday, October 23, 12Figure 3.7: Example matrices highlighting the form of the matrix to be inverted.
Example is for a two-dimensional control grid and brighter pixels indicate higher
weighting.
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two-dimensional interpolation matrix defined in Equation 3.1:
E(d1L,d2L) =
(¯
I(p+ 1)− I¯(p) + diag[I¯x(p+ 1)]ΘXY d1L + diag[I¯y(p+ 1)]ΘXY d2L
)2
.
(3.20)
To reduce Equation 3.20 to a three variable form similar to Equation 3.15, J and dL
are defined such that:
JdL = diag[I¯x(p+ 1)]ΘXY d1L + diag[I¯y(p+ 1)]ΘXY d2L. (3.21)
In order to keep the structure of JTJ as narrow as possible, the horizontal and vertical
displacement contributions are interleaved such that:
dL = [d1L(1),d2L(1),d1L(2),d2L(2), ...,
d1L(Lx),d2L(Lx),d1L(Lx + 1),d2L(Lx + 1), ...,
d1L(LxLy),d2L(LxLy)]
T .
(3.22)
Similarly, the columns of J alternate between columns from diagI¯x(p+ 1)]ΘXY and
diag[I¯y(p+ 1)]ΘXY . With this approach, J
TJ will retain the symmetric, block tridi-
agonal structure seen in the two-dimensional, one degree of freedom case. As such,
analytical solutions are tractable; however, as with the one degree of freedom case,
sliding window and other iterative approaches may be applied. In many cases (some
of which will be covered in more depth in subsequent chapters), maintaining the
global connectivity of the control grid does not necessarily result in an ideal solution.
Numerical approaches that emphasize the local optimality of the solution and allow
for deviations from a pure CGI framework can allow additional flexibility and im-
prove the fidelity of the estimated motion field. Iterative frameworks may also lend
themselves more readily to local refinement of the control grid and adaptive meshes.
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Figure 3.8: Framework for symmetric optical flow. Implementation is for two-
dimensions with two degrees of freedom.
3.4 SYMMETRIC IMPLEMENTATIONS
Prior to addressing specific applications of the CGI approach to optical flow and other
similar problems, it is useful to extend the commentary on the computation of the
partial derivative terms, Ix, Iy, and It. Thus far a centered finite difference has been
used as the method for computing Ix and a backwards difference used for computing It.
Depending on which data are available and what assertions are being made regarding
the duration of a given trajectory, alternative approaches to estimating the derivatives
may be more appropriate. Furthermore, specific assumptions and formulations can
result in a framework with useful symmetric properties.
Generally speaking, optical flow algorithms do not produce symmetric motion
fields. That is, the motion field estimated from time frame t to time frame t+1 is not
equivalent to the inverted motion field estimated from time t + 1 to time t. Figure
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3.8 shows a centered framework that enforces a symmetric solution. Rather than
a directed solution from a source image to a target image, the centered framework
describes motion through an intermediate frame. The brightness constraint is applied
to all three frames such that:
I(m− d1, n− d2, p−∆t) = I(m,n, p) = I(m+ d1, n+ d2, p+ ∆t). (3.23)
Taylor series expansion of Equation 3.23 yields (left hand side):
I(m− d1, n− d2, p−∆t) = I(m,n, p)− d1Ix(m,n, p)− d2Iy(m,n, p)−∆tIt(m,n, p),
(3.24)
and (right hand side):
I(m+ d1, n+ d2, p+ ∆t) = I(m,n, p) + d1Ix(m,n, p) + d2Iy(m,n, p) + ∆tIt(m,n, p),
(3.25)
where Ix, Iy, and It are discrete approximations to the partial derivatives. The spatial
indexing coordinates of the displacement terms are not included for space, and all
displacements are tied to the central grid (e.g., d1 = d1(m,n, p) in the example
shown). The corresponding error equation (using the squared difference) is:
E(d1, d2) =
[
d1
∆t
Ix(m,n, p) +
d2
∆t
Iy(m,n, p) + It(m,n, p)
]2
. (3.26)
CGI can be used to minimize global error in a connected framework using the ma-
trix equation for the overall error associated with the displacement field [d1,d2]. In
contrast to previously described approaches to motion estimation, the frame in which
and method by which the partial derivatives are computed is the essential choice in
implementing the symmetric approach. As highlighted in subsequent chapters, the
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scenario wherein the intermediate frame is yet to be defined is frequently of interest,
necessitating that its derivatives be estimated using the surrounding, measured data.
3.5 SUMMARY
CGI refers to a relatively generic framework for implementing spatial transformations
and can be used to transform optimization problems into a framework with fewer
unknown variables. This chapter explored the use of the CGI framework to constrain
problems related to the brightness constraint and optical flow. The remainder of this
document will detail several applications of CGI in the context of registration as well
as registration-based interpolation.
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CHAPTER 4
Applications to the Registration of One-Dimensional Data
The objective of optical flow and any application of the brightness constraint is iden-
tifying a one-to-one match between two datasets based on intensity. Use of a control
grid to regularize the cost function for optical flow can provide robustness to noise
in uniquely determined scenarios and constrain underdetermined optimization prob-
lems. While the origins of optical flow (and its most common applications) are in the
context of video and motion estimation, the fundamental mathematics of intensity
matching have widespread applications. This chapter will explore several contexts for
intensity-based registration.
In Section 3.3.1 a one-dimensional control grid formulation is introduced for de-
termining a single displacement or offset variable that optimally matches two vectors
of data. The matching equation used in that framework (Equation 3.10 reproduced
and renumbered here) is:
I(m, p) = I(m+ d, p+ 1), (4.1)
where I is a measure of brightness, m is a spatial indexing variable, and p is a temporal
indexing variable. This section will outline other applications for one-dimensional
control grids with similar optimization mathematics.
4.1 DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
Dynamic time warping describes a specific approach to registering two time-dependent
sequences. Given specific assumptions or restriction (e.g., the order of events is the
same in both sequences), the alignment that minimizes the difference between the
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two sequences is determined. Originally applied to speech patterns [Itakura, 1975],
dynamic time warping or DTW has been applied in a wide range of applications
[Kovacs-Vajna, 2000, Legrand et al., 2008, Rath and Manmatha, 2003]. The classical
approach to DTW is perhaps best explained as it is commonly visualized. Referring to
Figure 4.1, a point-by-point comparison of the two signals is computed (for example by
measuring the absolute or square difference in the signals) at all possible pairings. The
‘optimal’ path through the matrix of all pair differences is then identified. Starting
from time zero in both signals (the assumed optimal first pair) and navigating to the
final time point in both signals (the presumed final pair), the best path is selected to
minimize the total difference between the two signals (normalized for path length).
Other restrictions or assumptions (e.g., a preference for the shortest path) are also
incorporated to make the search space more tractable. Alternatively, much like block
matching and optical flow, parametric approaches to identifying the optimal path
have also been utilized [Eilers, 2004, Keogh and Pazzani, 2001]. The one-dimensional
framework for optical flow based on the brightness constraint in Equation 4.1, and
its Taylor series expansion, can be used directly for DTW applications.
The broad applicability of the DTW approach demonstrates that the signal and
constraint need not be brightness. For example, the DTW application demonstrated
in Figure 4.1 is the alignment of the voltage signals from two heartbeats in a synthetic
electrocardiogram (ECG) waveform. Constraining the amplitude of the ECG can be
accomplished with the same optimization mathematics outlined in the previous chap-
ter and demonstrated in Program A.5 in Appendix A. The implementation provided
iterates over multiple resolutions and a sample output is shown in Figure 4.2.
DTW can be used to align any pair of time-dependent signals. One more specific
example from the field of analytical chemistry is now introduced in preparation for
the next subsection. Most people have conducted a chromatography experiment as a
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Dynamic Time Warping of ECG Signals
Thursday, October 25, 12
Figure 4.1: Sample distance matrix and optimal path for dynamic time warping.
Example is for alignment of two ECG signals. Also shown are the points of corre-
spondence defined by the ‘optimal’ path.
child. A chemical compound or mixture is drawn through a medium that allows the
different components to travel at different rates thus separating them in space over
time. A common example is separating the different colors in ink or dye. Figure 4.3
shows a hypothetical example with the solvent fronts marked.
For analytical chemists, the exact travel times of each component are essential;
however, the bands in the resulting chromatogram are subject to distortions and are
not uniform or straight. If each column of pixels in the chromatogram is considered
as a one-dimensional signal (intensity versus time), DTW can be utilized to align the
bands. In this application, DTW registers each line of signals based on matching
intensities and obeying basic constraints. The registered signals are aligned in time
and the expectation for alignment is based on physics (i.e., it is reasonable to treat
each line of pixels as an independent repetition of the same experiment; a different
measurement of the same process). The next section will explore other registration
problems related to matching intensities across a pair of one-dimensional signals,
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Dynamic Time Warping of ECG Signals
Using Analytical CGI
Thursday, October 25, 12 Figure 4.2: Results from a multiresolution CGI approach to dynamic time warping.
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Thursday, October 25, 12
Figure 4.3: A synthetic chromatogram with example solvent fronts marked.
lifting the restriction that the signals be time dependent or repeated measures of the
same physical phenomenon.
4.2 ISOPHOTE IDENTIFICATION
Functionally, DTW in the case of chromatogram alignment amounts to identifying
isophotes (curves of constant intensity) within a two dimensional image. This is clear
in looking at the hypothetical solvent front markings shown in Figure 4.3. This sub-
section describes a similar, one-dimensional CGI approach to optical flow with one
degree of freedom to identify isophotes within a generic digital image. The optimiza-
tion problem will continue to be restricted to a single degree of freedom; however,
the two-dimensional image matrix is addressed both as a set of row vectors and a set
of column vectors. Here the isophote is approximated locally with a line of constant
intensity such that:
I(m,n) = I(m+ tα, n+ t), − 1 < t < 1 (4.2)
and
I(m,n) = I(m+ u, n+ uβ), − 1 < u < 1. (4.3)
This implies that the isophote can be locally described by its tangent.
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Saturday, October 27, 12Figure 4.4: The isophote description framework. The framework is shown in the
context of the chromatogram example.
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In the control grid formulation, a pair of displacements d1 and d2 is identified at
every pixel that registers the pixel of interest to the best match in the neighboring
columns and rows. Figure 4.4 shows this in the context of the chromatogram example.
Rewriting Equations 4.2 and 4.3 with normalized displacements yields:
I(m,n) = I(m± d1, n± 1) (4.4)
and
I(m,n) = I(m± 1, n± d2). (4.5)
Identifying the values for d1 and d2 that best satisfy these equalities constitutes
two separate optimizations problems. Using the problem classifications introduced in
Chapter 3, each problem is symmetric and has one degree of freedom. As a result,
each problem is inherently overdetermined with a single unknown and two equations;
however, the initial formulation is not tractable. If d1 and d2 are allowed to be any
real valued number (or even real valued over some magnitude range), an exhaustive
search to find the closest match is not possible. As with block matching, a search-
based procedure could be employed if the set of possible displacements is quantized.
Alternatively, if the intensity function is assumed to be locally planar, a first-order
Taylor series approximation can be used to expand the constraint equations to:
I(m,n) = I(m,n)± d1∂I(m,n)
∂x
± ∂I(m,n)
∂y
(4.6)
and
I(m,n) = I(m,n)± ∂I(m,n)
∂x
± d2∂I(m,n)
∂y
. (4.7)
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To find d1 and d2 that best satisfy Equations 4.6 and 4.7 the error expressions are
formulated as:
E(d1,m, n) = [d1Ix(m,n) + Iy(m,n)]
2 (4.8)
and
E(d2,m, n) = [d2Iy(m,n) + Ix(m,n)]
2 , (4.9)
where Ix and Iy are discrete approximations of the x and y partial derivatives, re-
spectively. Assuming that isophotes should be effectively identified regardless of their
orientation, selection of a maximally rotation invariant derivative kernel, for example,
the Scharr modified Sobel kernel [Bradski and Kaehler, 2008, p. 150], is indicated.
Program A.6 in Appendix A computes the Scharr derivatives (using the coordinate
convention outlined in Subsection ) and generates an output similar to that shown in
Figure 4.5.
Also shown in Figure 4.5 is the gradient angle image. This is the direct approx-
imation to φ (as defined in Figure 4.4) from either Equation 4.8 or Equation 4.9.
Specifically, forcing the error defined in Equation 4.8 to zero results in:
D1(m,n) =
−Iy(m,n)
Ix(m,n)
. (4.10)
Similarly, forcing the error in Equation 4.9 to zero yields:
D2(m,n) =
−Ix(m,n)
Iy(m,n)
. (4.11)
Using either displacement to define the angle φ gives:
tan(φ(m,n)) = D1(m,n), (4.12)
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Figure 4.5: The x and y partial derivatives. Derivatives are computed with the
Scharr derivative kernels and are shown along with the gradient angle.
or equivalently:
cot(φ(m,n)) = D2(m,n). (4.13)
The angle φ is computed as:
φ = tan−1
(−Iy(m,n)
Ix(m,n)
)
, (4.14)
and plotted in degrees in Figure 4.5.
In natural images, the intensity derivatives are frequently near-zero (images are
piecewise stationary). Directly computing ratios of the gradients (or φ) results in
noisy results. These can be improved if small derivatives are set to zero. In Figure
4.6, derivatives with absolute values less that 1% if the peak image intensity were
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Figure 4.6: Gradient angle image computed with clipped derivatives.The x and y
partial derivatives computed with the Scharr derivative kernels are clipped to remove
small magnitude (< 1% maximum signal intensity) results prior to computing the
gradient angle.The cleaned areas are shown in dark navy.
forced to zero before computing the gradient angle φ. This cleaning procedure is
essential when using φ to track lines of constant intensity in the image as noisy
values will contribute severe distortions.
Program A.7 in Appendix A provides a simple MATLAB approach to tracking
image isophotes using a displacement term (e.g., d2 or cot(φ)). In contrast to the
displacements, which provide a local, linear approximation of the isophote crossing
through each pixel location, Program A.7 redefines the displacements at the matched
locations progressively constructing continuous isophotes from the bottom of the im-
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A. B.
Saturday, October 27, 12
Figure 4.7: Isophote sketches of the cameraman image. (A.) Results from raw image
derivatives. (B.) Results from image derivatives where derivatives with magnitudes
less than 1% of the maximum image intensity have been set to zero and associated
displacements have been set to zero as well.
age up (top-down and left-right or right-left are equally possible). The approach is
similar to that proposed by Wang et al. [2002]; however, in that work, the tracking
is done from image intensities directly whereas the CGI approach uses the displace-
ments. Figure 4.7 shows the tracked isophotes for the cameraman image using the
raw and cleaned derivatives (shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively) to define
the displacement term. Clearly the isophote tracking approach fails with the raw
derivatives; however, in the cleaned approach, only isophotes near strong edges are
retained. Use of a control grid framework allows meaningful isophotes to be identified
through the noise.
Noting that Program A.7 uses the d2 displacement variable to plot the isophotes,
the associated cost function, Equation 4.9, can be constrained use a collection of
control points to reduce the number of variables being optimized for:
E(d2L(m)) =
(¯
Ix(m) + diag[¯Iy(m)]Θd2L(m)
)2
. (4.15)
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The vectors I¯x(m) and I¯y(m) contain all of the x and y partial derivatives for row m
and Θ is the interpolation matrix such that the displacements at the control nodes
(d2L(m)) are related to the full set as d2(m) = Θd2L(m). It is important to note that
in this symmetric implementation the displacements are assigned to the same pixel
that the derivatives are defined at. Additionally, while the optimization for the d2 dis-
placements accesses rows of data at a time, optimization for the d1 displacements uses
columns (vector variables are always treated as having a vertical orientation). Using
Programs A.2, A.4, and A.6 as subfunctions, Program A.8, provided in Appendix A,
generates a displacement pair for each pixel in an input image. The displacements
computed using Program A.8 and both raw and cleaned derivatives are used to gen-
erate Figure 4.8. As with the directly computed displacements, the removal of small
magnitude derivatives eliminates some spurious isophotes as well as some meaning-
ful ones. In contrast to the directly computed results, the CGI results using the raw
derivatives show many isophotes with significant path lengths that track well with the
visible features of the cameraman image. Additionally, in the areas of the man’s elbow
and lower jacket, detailed contour information difficult to see in the original image is
apparent. In both sketches based on the CGI generated displacements, isophotes are
tracked and remain further inside structures where image intensities are smoother,
as opposed to being pulled exclusively to the outer edges where gradient magnitudes
are largest. More advanced approaches to identifying and plotting the isophotes are
possible; however, this simple example highlights the additional meaning that can be
extracted from the original data using a control grid constraint to overcome rather
than eliminate noise.
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A. B.
Saturday, October 27, 12
Figure 4.8: Isophote sketches of the cameraman image using CGI displacements.(A.)
Results from using raw image derivatives. (B.) Results using image derivatives where
derivatives with magnitudes less than 1% of the maximum image intensity have been
set to zero and associated displacements have been voided.
4.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter, coverage of CGI optimization was extended beyond traditional optical
flow and motion estimation. The framework for CGI optimization of the optical flow
brightness constraint was used to register one-dimensional signals separated in time
based on matches in intensity. Also considered are applications involving signals sepa-
rated in space where the brightness constraint amounts to isophote identification. The
next chapter builds on these descriptions and extends coverage to two-dimensional
applications.
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CHAPTER 5
Applications to the Registration of Two-Dimensional Data
In the previous chapter, a one-dimensional control grid formulation was introduced
as method for improving solution quality and making optimization more robust to
noise. This chapter covers two-dimensional problems where the control grid frame-
work serves as an essential constraint to make underdetermined optimization problems
tractable. After briefly revisiting CGI for motion estimation, two additional applica-
tions will be covered: mitigation of atmospheric turbulence distortion in video and
medical image registration.
5.1 MOTION ESTIMATION
Chapter 2 covered many basics of motion estimation and Chapter 3 introduced the
CGI approach to optical flow in the context of motion estimation. The fundamental
equalities and error functions have been described, as well as a matrix formulation that
allows for an analytical solution for the full system. Recall that the block-tridiagonal
structure of the coefficient matrix involved in the optimization problem makes an
analytical approach to the matrix inversion computationally feasible. In some cases,
depending on image size and node spacing, the analytical approach can be faster
than iterative methods [Frakes et al., 2013, Zwart et al., 2012]. Iterative approaches
offer the opportunity to refine and adjust local solutions before incorporating them
into the global framework [Frakes et al., 2008]. An adaptive approach (analytical or
otherwise) allows for progressively localized refinement of solutions on a denser grid
[Frakes et al., 2003]. Alternatively, the same node spacing can be utilized beginning
with down-sampled or smoothed images before progressing to the original resolution
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Figure 5.1: Samples of images and motion fields taken from the Middlebury database.
data [Frakes et al., 2008]. In general, the control grid constraint can be incorporated
into any optical flow solution framework. CGI can even be used after a dense motion
field is calculated as a smoothing operation [Altunbasak and Tekalp, 1997].
In this section, the accuracy of motion field estimates is compared to ground truth
using a global/analytic CGI approach, a sliding-window/iterative CGI approach,
block matching, and optical flow to define motion field. The image pairs and motion
fields (shown in Figure 5.1) along with the optical flow code are described in Baker
et al. [2011] and available online from Sun et al. [2010]. Program A.1 is used for block
matching. The sliding-window adaptive CGI approach is described by Frakes et al.
[2008]. The analytical approach is the direct implementation described in Chapter
3; that is, the matrix formulation for the globally connected control grid problem is
solved via direct matrix inversion and no adjustments are made to discard low quality
matches, prefer small displacements, or break-up the control grid to better accom-
modate separate structures. For the iterative CGI approach, the image resolution is
progressively increased from one-eighth to the original with a block side length equal
to eight for all resolutions. For the analytical approach, the block size is progressively
halved from k = 64 to k = 8. Table 7.1 details the computation times and reports
the quantitative accuracy of the motion fields produced by each method in terms of
the average angular error (AAE) and the average end point error (EEP).
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Table 5.1: Motion field accuracy and computation times. Results are reported for
several sample data sets from the Middlebury collection [Baker et al., 2011, Sun et al.,
2010]. Lowest errors and times are indicated in bold.
Horn-
Schunck
Optical
Flow
Iterative
CGI
Exhaustive
Search
Block
Matching
Analytical
CGI
Duration 29.53 23.31 9.39 2.73
Venus AAE 5.49 15.97 17.30 30.00
Avg EPE 0.34 1.32 1.52 2.28
Duration 43.40 27.35 12.29 4.04
Dimetrodon AAE 4.56 5.39 14.09 9.43
Avg EPE 0.22 0.30 0.87 0.48
Duration 44.62 27.84 12.44 4.02
Hydrangea AAE 2.21 5.16 6.72 16.13
Avg EPE 0.19 0.50 0.54 1.51
Duration 43.82 27.05 12.29 4.05
Rubber Whale AAE 3.80 9.03 11.65 9.20
Avg EPE 0.12 0.29 0.47 0.30
Duration 66.14 40.50 17.05 5.91
Grove AAE 2.85 6.56 11.40 32.50
Avg EPE 0.20 0.48 0.90 1.58
Duration 60.26 40.54 16.79 6.06
Urban AAE 4.08 12.28 35.07 38.44
Avg EPE 0.46 1.98 6.56 7.24
5.2 MITIGATION OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE DISTORTION
To this point, two-dimensional CGI approaches to brightness constraint (optical flow)
optimization have been explored primarily for applications related to motion detec-
tion. Atmospheric turbulence refers to a highly complex distortion process involving
multiple atmospheric parameters including changes in refractive index, optical turbu-
lence, and aerosol effects [Zwart et al., 2012]. The visual result of these distortions is
perhaps most recognizable looking out over hot tarmac on an airplane runway. Math-
ematically, the distortion can be thought of as blurring, artificial displacement, and
noise [Frakes et al., 2001]. The artificial displacement gives the illusion that things are
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moving in a quasi-periodic way, oscillating in and out of true position while noise and
blurring detracts from image quality and complicates registration. The three part,
image-based, model of atmospheric distortion can be expressed in simplified form as:
I(x, y, t) = a{F(x, y, t) ∗H(x, y, t)}+ η(x, y, t) (5.1)
where I(x, y, t) is a measured intensity value representing the true brightness F(x, y, t).
The scene is captured at time t, H(x, y, t) represents the local blurring function, a
represents an artificial displacement operator, and η(x, y, t) represents additive noise.
As in previous sections, shifts to discrete discussions will be marked by migration
from x, y, t to m,n, p. Reference to this model as image-based distinguishes it from
physical models or adaptive optics compensation and places it in the same general
category as blind deconvolution and lucky-region fusion approaches.
The model described in Equation (5.1) has been in use for over a decade to de-
scribe the atmospheric distortion problem. Generally speaking, work that builds upon
this framework can be categorized as placing emphasis on deblurring (as in Li et al.
[2005] and Mao and Gilles [2012]) or displacement compensation(e.g., Frakes et al.
[2001]). Many of the displacement-focused works have used a CGI approach to optical
flow to define the artificial displacements. In general, motion detection in the con-
text of atmospheric turbulence correction is confronted with two main challenges: 1)
to estimate the spatially local displacements efficiently (in real time) and accurately
(with high sub-pixel resolution); and 2) to reconstruct distortion-compensated image
frames with pristine quality while preserving legitimate motions. While these chal-
lenges may be less of a concern in more scientific applications (e.g., stellar recordings)
where processing times are less restricted and legitimate motions are slow, applica-
tions to surveillance and defense (e.g., reading the numbers off of a moving vehicle in a
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hot climate) require that the challenges be overcome. While any of the previously de-
scribed motion detection methods could be used, algorithms using a CGI framework
are appealing given the time constraints imposed by this type of application.
Before showing results for atmospheric turbulence correction using both an ana-
lytical and an iterative CGI implementation, a brief description of the other image
processing steps is provided along with an introduction to the concept of registering
to a reference frame. While extending previous discussions of registering a source and
target frame to registering a reference and target frame are straightforward, consider-
ations regarding the generation of the reference frame and direction of the registration
are noteworthy.
Prior to motion estimation, the data are deblurred and the reference frame is
generated. Simple unsharp masking and temporal averaging can be employed to ac-
complish these steps. Preliminary, rigid-body motion correction may be necessary to
align frames when camera motion is present (e.g., in unmanned aerial vehicle surveil-
lance). For the method described here, the output of these preliminary processing
steps in considered the reference frame and is used in the motion correction process
to further correct for artificial displacements. Figure 5.2 shows the basic image pro-
cessing work flow associated with correcting for the atmospheric distortions described
in Equation (5.1).
The advantage of the displacement-corrected frame over the reference frame is two-
fold. Direct averaging of multiple, artificially displaced frames will introduce blur;
this is an additional, post-processing-generated blurring beyond what is described in
Equation (5.1) and is created rather than corrected for by a direct averaging step.
While the artificial displacements can be considered periodic (meaning the average
displacement over time is near zero), the average intensity at any given pixel location
has no guaranteed relationship with the true value. As other objects displace in
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Figure 5.2: The image processing pipeline for correcting for atmospheric distortion.
(1) Blurring is addressed by a deblurring or sharpening operation. (2) The reference
frame is generated using a temporal average of the deblurred frames. (3) Motion
estimation is used to register the reference and current, deblurred frame (4) The
registration transform is used to place artificially displaced pixels in their proper
locations. (5) Noise is mitigated using a temporal average of the motion corrected
frames.
and out of a given pixel, they introduce blurring into the temporal average image.
Furthermore, time averaging reduces temporal resolution and distorts moving objects
causing ghosting or streaking artifacts. Using a registration transform to reposition
the data in the current frame restricts the available intensities to those found in the
current frame. For example, if the frame includes a moving vehicle, only the current
‘copy’ of the vehicle is available in generating the output image. A time average will
contain multiple copies of the vehicle across a range of positions. The procedure for
defining the registration transform is described next.
For a given pixel (m,n) in the reference frame, the ‘true’ data values from a
deblurred (sharpened) and denoised (median filtered) frame is I. The parameters d1
and d2 are used to describe the vertical and horizontal offsets to the ‘true’ data and
apply the brightness constraint to assert that the intensity of the data is preserved
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as the location is artificially displaced:
R(m,n, p) = I(m+ d1, n+ d2, p). (5.2)
As before, the Taylor series expansion can be employed to separate the offset and
intensity variables:
R(m,n, p) = I(m,n, p) + D1(m,n, p)
∂I(m,n, p)
∂x
+ D2(m,n, p)
∂I(m,n, p)
∂y
. (5.3)
If I¯(p) is the column vector of all pixel intensities from frame p (taken column-wise)
and d¯1(p) and d¯1(p) as the vectors of displacements, then, abbreviating the vectors of
the partial derivatives as I¯x(p) and I¯y(p), Equation (5.3) for a full image and reference
frame pair can be expressed as:
R¯(p) = I¯(p) + diag(¯Ix(p))d¯2(p) + diag(¯Iy(p))d¯2(p). (5.4)
The two-dimensional control grid approach and the associated interpolating matrix
Θ allow the full offset vectors to be defined from the control points or nodes, as:
d¯1(m) = Θd¯1L(z), (5.5)
and
d¯1(m) = Θd¯1L(z). (5.6)
Rewriting Equation (5.4) using the control points and introducing matrices Jx and
Jy yields
R¯(p) = I¯(p) + J¯x(p)d¯1L(p) + J¯y(p)d¯2L(p), (5.7)
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where
Jx(p) = diag(I¯x(p))Θ, (5.8)
and
Jy(p) = diag(¯Iy(p))Θ. (5.9)
The problem of defining the offset variables describing the movement occurring be-
tween original frame I and reference frame R can then be addressed using a least
squares approach; solving for the d¯1L and d¯2L vectors that minimize:
E(d¯1L, d¯2L) = [¯I− R¯ + J¯xd¯1L + J¯yd¯2L]2. (5.10)
The indexing variable has been dropped from the notation for brevity; all values
are for the same time frame. As detailed in Chapter 3, Equation (5.10) can be
consolidated into a compact form with a block-tridiagonal coefficient matrix:
JT∆¯ = JTJd¯L, (5.11)
where
∆¯ = R¯− I¯, (5.12)
and J and d¯L are concatenated versions of Jx and Jy and d¯1L d¯2L, respectively, as
detailed in Equation (3.22) and the associated material. Again, a variety of methods
can be applied to solve for the displacements in Equation (5.11). The speed and
accuracy tradeoffs for surveillance applications may be more heavily weighted towards
speed for live-feed implementations. Given the time restrictions native to surveillance,
results are presented using both analytical and iterative CGI-based approaches with
the analytical approaches taking significantly less time.
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Once the displacement vectors have been determined, constructing the corrected
output frame involves reassigning the data from the corrupted time-frame to the cor-
rected locations. For H(m,n, p) an intensity in the corrected output image associated
with input image I(p), the originally collected data is resampled such that:
H(m,n, p) = I(m+ D1(m,n, p), n+ D2(m,n, p), p). (5.13)
Determining the appropriate intensity will generally involve interpolation in the source
frame, but this approach avoids costly regridding procedures necessitated by perform-
ing the registration in the opposite direction. Castleman [1979] refers to the approach
as pixel filling as opposed to pixel carryover (pg. 112).
An sample corrected video frame (along with the unprocessed source data) is
shown in Figure 5.3 along with an enlargement of a stationary portion of the scene.
Figure 5.4 highlights the quantitative performance of CGI-based displacement cor-
rection approaches for mitigating atmospheric turbulence artifacts, based on real-
world, turbulence-distorted images of the static portion. In the left section, (artificial)
changes in the intensity of a stationary portion of the video sequence are quantified
for various correction approaches. For all image columns, the top-most row refers to
unfiltered data from the original video sequence. The bottom rows all present results
that incorporate simple sharpening and median filters as well as time averaging. In
addition to the linear filters used for the second row of images, the bottom three rows
highlight results obtained using a displacement correcting step that is either iterative
CGI-based (third row) or based on an analytical approach (bottom two rows). In
both the third and fourth rows a multiresolution approach is taken. Input images are
down-sampled and the displacements are estimated in multiple passes as their reso-
lution is returned to that of the original frame. The bottom row shows the results for
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Original Corrected
Figure 5.3: Qualitative examples of uncorrected and corrected video frames. Sample
is an enlargement of a small, stationary section of the scene.
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directly computing the displacement field using the full resolution data. For all rows
shown, the left-most column shows a subregion of the output, the middle column
shows the total absolute difference in each pixel’s intensity accumulated over a one
hundred frame interval (relative to the first frame in the interval), and the right-most
column shows the range of pixel intensities observed over the interval. The bottom
right section plots the absolute differences in pixel intensity for the entire subregion
over time (i.e., the images at right are summed across time and the plot at left col-
lapses the data in space and displays them across time). Results for the iterative
and analytical approaches are similar in quality and most notably differentiated by
the computation times required. The multiresolution analytical compensation ap-
proach takes on average 50% the time required for the iterative version (the direct
implementation requires just 25% ) when the final control grid resolution is set to
8× 8 blocks. Given the volume of data involved with video processing and the time
demands associated with many applications (especially surveillance), this faster ap-
proach to artificial displacement correction makes it more practical to address the
apparent motion introduced by atmospheric turbulence.
5.3 MEDICAL IMAGE REGISTRATION
In this final section, some of the special considerations relevant to the registration
of medical images are introduced. Specifically, the considerations related to register-
ing two images of the same (person’s) anatomy imaged with different modalities or
contrasts are explored. This application is of interest because it directly violates the
brightness constraint all previous approaches have been built on.
Registration in medical imaging plays a critical role in a wide range of applications
[Fischer and Modersitzki, 2008, Klein et al., 2009]. Images are frequently registered
to a generic template for comparison to ‘normal’ anatomy, atlas-based segmentation,
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or use in research studies. Multiple images of the same anatomy may be collected
at different times, before and after a medical treatment, with and without a contrast
agent, using magnetic resonance image (MRI) with different contrasts, or across dif-
ferent imaging modalities including computed axial tomography (CAT) X-ray scans.
Many approaches for rigid and non-rigid registration have been developed to accom-
modate some or all of these registration scenarios. The focus is on extending the
previously described capabilities of the CGI implementation of optical flow to accom-
modate situations where the general content (shapes) is constant, but orientations
and relative intensities are subject to change.
As an example, Figure 5.5 shows idealized examples of two MRI images collected
with different contrast parameters. The left most image shows what is referred
to as T1 contrast and the middle image shows T2 contrast. The images are syn-
thetic and perfectly aligned (described by Collins et al. [1998] and available from
http://brainweb.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb/). Also shown (far right) is the
contrast ratio between the two images. Unlike global brightness changes resulting
from, for example, adjustments to lighting conditions, changes to contrast parame-
ters in medical imaging impact the relative contrast ratio. Some tissues may shift
from bright to dark while others shift from dark to light, and some regions make
experience very little change. As such, even for perfectly aligned images like those
shown in Figure 5.5, the T1 to T2 intensity ratio is spatially varying.
To explore how the CGI approach to optical flow can be applied in the context
of an image pair with a spatially varying contrast ratio, the intensity relationship
between two aligned images Aˆ and Bˆ is formulated using the contrast ratio map C
such that:
Aˆ(x, y) = C(x, y) · Bˆ(x, y). (5.14)
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T1 T2 T1/T2
Sunday, October 28, 12
Figure 5.5: Synthetic brain MRI data. Data simulates T1 and T2 contrast images.
Also shown is the contrast ratio map.
In this fr mework, the original images A and B are registered to a mutual coordinate
system where C is defined. Referring to the symmetric framework described in Figure
3.8, the coordinate system of C defines the middle position. If the coordinates in A
and B are symmetrically displaced, then:
Aˆ(m,n) = A(mˆ, nˆ) = A(m−D1(m,n), n−D2(m,n)), (5.15)
and
Bˆ(x, y) = B(mˆ, nˆ) = B(m+ D1(m,n), n+ D2(m,n)). (5.16)
In contrast to the original optical flow framework, the displacements as well as the
matrix C are unknown. Despite this significant change, the optimization problem can
still constructed so that the CGI approach is well-suited and the general structure
associated with optical flow and motion estimation can be applied.
Equation (5.14) written in terms of the original (unregistered) data is:
A(m−D1(m,n), n−D2(m,n)) = C(m,n) ·B(m+ D1(m,n), n+ D2(m,n)). (5.17)
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Using the Taylor series expansion to separate the displacement and coordinate terms
yields:
A−Ax ◦D1 −Ay ◦D2 = C ◦B + C ◦Bx ◦D1 + C ◦By ◦D2, (5.18)
where C ◦ B indicates the Hadamard product or element-by-element multiplication
and the equality is extended for the full matrices. Rearranging yields:
A−C ◦B = D1 ◦ [Ax + C ◦Bx] + D2 ◦ [Ay + C ◦By], (5.19)
which is very similar to the equation generated for the standard two-dimensional
registration; however, C remains unknown.
Using an iterative framework to estimate C where Ci=0(m,n) = A(m,n)/B(m,n)
and Ci+1(m,n) = Aˆi(m,n)/Bˆi(m,n) allows us to derive the error function for the
current displacement estimates as:
E(D1
i,D2
i) =
(
D1
i ◦ [Aˆix + Ci−1 ◦ Bˆix] + D2i ◦ [Aˆiy + Ci−1 ◦ Bˆiy]
)2
. (5.20)
The estimates for the registered images are constructed from the original data using
the sum of displacements from all iterations such that:
Aˆn(x, y) = A(x−
n∑
i=1
D1
i(x, y), y −
n∑
i=1
D1
i(x, y)), (5.21)
and
Bˆn(x, y) = B(x+
n∑
i=1
D1
i(x, y), y +
n∑
i=1
D1
i(x, y)). (5.22)
All derivatives are computed using the current, registered input images. When using
a control grid framework to optimize the displacements, the grid resolution can be
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refined in tandem with the estimates for the contrast ratio image, C. In this way
the initial estimates for C impact a broader region with the expectation that the
preliminary estimates are on average accurate. As the image registration improves,
the ratios are pooled over a smaller region and subject to lesser averaging effects.
5.4 SUMMARY
In this chapter, CGI optimization of the optical flow brightness constraint was ap-
plied to two-dimensional registration problems. In the final application, registration
problems that cannot be handled directly using assumptions about constant inten-
sity were addressed by incorporating a function describing the intensity relationship
between images in a pair. In all of the applications, the registration, matching, or
alignment of signals was the primary purpose of the CGI optimization. Using CGI to
determine registration transforms and in turn to define new, uncollected data is the
focus of the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER 6
Applications in Inter-Vector Interpolation
In the previous chapters, is was established that the foundation of optical flow and
any application of the brightness constraint is identifying a one-to-one match between
two datasets based on intensity. This intensity-based registration leaves a motion or
displacement field describing the vectors connecting the matches in the two datasets.
This chapter describes interpolation methods that comprise inserting new, estimated
data along those vectors.
Section 4.2 introduced CGI implementations of the brightness constraint as a way
to identify isophotes within an image. Using the local orientation of the isophotes,
interpolation kernels can be defined that better accommodate the local image struc-
ture than traditional, square or radial kernel shapes. Fundamentally, interpolation
involves identifying a neighborhood of related pixels and estimating the value of ad-
ditional points within the neighborhood based on known values. While traditional,
fixed-shape interpolation kernels incorporate a local neighborhood of pixels based
on spatial distance, adaptive kernel approaches use additional image information to
modify the neighborhood based on image structure. In this section, local approxi-
mations of the image isophotes are defined using one-dimensional CGI to shape the
interpolation neighborhood. This interpolation technique is applied first to generic
image enlargement (single-image super-resolution) and then to the related problems
of color image demosaicing and intra-frame video deinterlacing [Zwart et al., 2012].
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6.1 SINGLE-IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION
Single-image super-resolution (interpolation, zooming, upsampling, or resizing) arti-
ficially increases the pixel density for viewing or printing and has important applica-
tions in almost every area of digital imaging. As such, considerable research has been
focused on developing interpolation algorithms for both general and specific purposes
[Algazi et al., 1991, Allebach and Wong, 1996, Aly and Dubois, 2005, Asuni and
Giachetti, 2008, Atkins et al., 2001, Celik and Tjahjadi, 2010, Cha and Kim, 2007,
Giachetti and Asuni, 2008, Guo et al., 2012, Han et al., 2010, Jensen and Anastas-
siou, 1995, Lee et al., 2010, Lee and Yoon, 2010, Li and Orchard, 2001, Liu et al.,
2011, Mallat and Yu, 2010, Manjo´n et al., 2010, Morse and Schwartzwald, 2001, Park
and Jeong, 2010, Ramani et al., 2010, Temizel, 2007, Wang and Ward, 2007, Zhang
and Wu, 2008, Zwart and Frakes, 2011]. Despite the superior quality (quantitative
and qualitative) of the results achievable with more advanced methods, interpolators
based on approximations of the ideal sinc kernel (pixel replication, bilinear, bicubic,
and higher-order splines) are still prevalent in many consumer applications because of
their flexibility and speed. Many applications where the computational burden and
restrictions (e.g., expansion by factors of two only) of adaptive methods are unaccept-
able suffer from the blurring, ringing, jagged edges, and unnatural isophotes common
to fixed-kernel interpolation. Approaches that provide an acceptable trade-off are an
area of active research [Mallat and Yu, 2010, Zhang and Wu, 2008, Zwart and Frakes,
2011]. Using the same fast, analytical approach to isopohote approximation described
in Chapter 4, the interpolator introduced here represents an efficient approach that
produces results with visual quality and quantitative accuracy on par with state-of-
the-art adaptive kernel approaches, and with greater flexibility and speed. The new
approach, based on a control grid implementation of the one-dimensional brightness
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constraint, has been termed segment adaptive gradient angle (SAGA) interpolation
[Zwart and Frakes, 2012]. By interpolating along isophotes rather than along the
image lattice, SAGA effectively adapts to image structure and aligns the axis of the
interpolation kernel along the gradient angle.
SAGA represents one of the most significant contributions associated with this
dissertation. As such, a more detailed background and specific experimental results
are provided in the following subsections. The descriptions of the methods are con-
densed and rely heavily on the explanations provided previously for determining the
isophotes connecting two vectors of pixels.
6.1.1 BACKGROUND
Non-linear interpolation methods are generally designed to improve upon linear in-
terpolation results by avoiding or correcting for common artifacts that stem from
aliasing and isophote misalignment with the image grid. Model-based interpolators
optimize interpolation results in terms of a data regularizer (such as total variation
or isophote curvature) while maintaining the fidelity of known data [Aly and Dubois,
2005, Morse and Schwartzwald, 2001, Ramani et al., 2010]. In contrast, learning-
based methods use training data to identify the optimal interpolation filters for use
in specific image ‘contexts’ such as edges and gradient transitions [Atkins et al., 2001,
Lee et al., 2010]. Approaches based on non-local means seek to identify repeated con-
texts within the image to be up-sampled in specific ways [Guo et al., 2012, Manjo´n
et al., 2010]. Transform-based methods capitalize on generalizations of low- and high-
resolution relationships in a transform domain [Celik and Tjahjadi, 2010, Park and
Jeong, 2010, Temizel, 2007].
The proposed approach falls under the general heading of edge-based or edge-
adaptive interpolation methods. These methods are grounded in the fact that edge
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fidelity is essential to the perceptual quality of digital images [Algazi et al., 1991].
Jagged or blurred edges significantly degrade visual quality and many interpolation
algorithms have been developed to avoid such artifacts. Some approaches generate
a separate, edge-only image for directional interpolation [Allebach and Wong, 1996,
Han et al., 2010]. Alternatively, a preliminary interpolation with a fixed kernel can
be adjusted on a local or image-wide basis to minimize artifacts and errors [Cha and
Kim, 2007]. Adaptive-kernel methods adjust the contributions of pixels in the region
according to some definition of local structure. These adaptations are designed to
interpolate primarily along the edges, which minimizes the contributions of cross-
edge neighbors. The approach of Lee and Yoon [2010] uses radial basis functions and
selects from a collection of stencils based on enclosed curvature. Stencils or blocks of
wavelet coefficients are also used by Mallat and Yu [2010] to identify the directions
with the greatest regularity.
In the work of Asuni and Giachetti [2008] and Li and Orchard [2001], the low-
resolution covariance is used to estimate high-resolution covariances and is used to
define the best weighting scheme based on Wiener filtering theory. The work in
Zhang and Wu [2008] extends this approach to use soft-decisions to define interpo-
lation parameters for groups of pixels simultaneously. Liu et al. [2011] presented a
linear regression frame-work regularized to avoid undue influence of outliers. First-
order derivatives have also been used to identify edge direction explicitly [Algazi
et al., 1991, Jensen and Anastassiou, 1995, Wang and Ward, 2007, Zwart and Frakes,
2011]. In Giachetti and Asuni [2008], first-order derivatives are used as a preliminary
thresholding value and covariances are used to determine more closely matched pairs
of neighboring pixels.
The edge adaptive interpolators proposed in previous work are not always equipped
to handle fine detail, as some require rather large support regions [Li and Orchard,
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2001]. Furthermore, the computational burden of such methods can be extensive. As
a result, potential edge types or orientations are commonly restricted and sufficiently
smooth regions are often parsed out and addressed with simpler methods. Addi-
tionally, corners and regions of high curvature are poorly accommodated or must be
addressed as special cases [Wang and Ward, 2007]. The same is true of ridges or very
thin edges. Many previous methods are also limited to a scaling factor of two.
The new method, segment adaptive gradient angle (SAGA) interpolation, uses
first-order derivatives to approximate isophotes. The linear interpolation kernel is
applied adaptively so as to operate along directions that represent local isophotes.
Directions are determined based on intensity derivatives within and between lines
of data. The approach follows a theoretical framework similar to that of Wang and
Ward’s Orientation-Adaptive Interpolation [Wang and Ward, 2007]; however, in place
of special cases, SAGA uses a regularized or segmented framework to guide interpo-
lation. By interpolating along isophotes rather than along the image lattice, SAGA
effectively adapts to image structure and aligns the axis of the interpolation kernel
along the gradient angle.
Based on quantitative image quality metrics, SAGA interpolation performs com-
parably to state-of-the-art methods such as Soft-Decision Adaptive Interpolation
(SAI) [Zhang and Wu, 2008] and Sparse Mixing Estimators (SME) interpolation
[Mallat and Yu, 2010], and performs better than common benchmarking algorithms
including bicubic interpolation, improved New Edge Directed Interpolation (iNEDI)
[Asuni and Giachetti, 2008], and Iterative Curvature-Based Interpolation (ICBI) [Gi-
achetti and Asuni, 2008]. The primary advantage of SAGA interpolation is uniquely
low computational complexity (it scales directly with the number of pixels). Other
advantages of the new algorithm are that it addresses arbitrary scaling factors well,
requires only limited calculations for repeated resizing once the isophote parameters
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have been computed, and operates on each row and column of data independently
(making parallel implementation of the approach straightforward). The features of
SAGA also make the algorithm especially well suited for deinterlacing and networked
printing, as well as the grayscale and color image resizing applications presented here.
6.1.2 METHODS
In describing the CGI approach to isophote detection, many of the mathematics in-
volved in SAGA interpolation have already been established. For SAGA, the isophote
is again locally approximated with a line of constant intensity such that:
I(m,n) = I(m+ d1, n+ 1), (6.1)
and
I(m,n) = I(m+ 1, n+ d2). (6.2)
The SAGA method comprises using a CGI framework for determining the isophote
approximating vectors [±d1,±1] and [±1,±d2] and interpolating at intermediate lo-
cations along these vectors. Figure 6.1 extends the one-dimensional displacement
framework placing an interpolated data point along the connecting vector. In this
example case, matches are made from pixels in one row (x = m) to locations in the
row below (x = m+1) and intermediate locations are determined using the horizontal
displacements:
I(m+ ∆m, n+ d2∆m) = (1−∆m)I(m,n) + (∆m)I(m+ 1, n+ d2), (6.3)
with 0 ≤ ∆m ≤ 1. This process implies a continuous function for defining intensities
along the isophote approximating vector and provides the foundation for the SAGA
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I(m+ m, n+ md2)
I(m+ 1, n+ d2)
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y
Figure 6.1: Data along the displacement vector. The displacement vector [1, d2]
defines a connection between one node and a location in the next row. New data are
calculated along the displacement vector by linear interpolation.
algorithm. Constructing the higher resolution output image requires additional in-
terpolation and convolution gridding steps using traditional, sinc-based kernels.
The complete set of displacements (one horizontal and one vertical for each pixel)
can be used to define four ‘matched’ locations with respect to the original image.
For the pixel at location (m,n) these locations are (m ± d1(m,n), n ± 1) and (m ±
1, n ± d2(m,n)). Because the displacements are frequently non-integer, the destina-
tions or end points are generally off-grid necessitating an intermediate interpolation
step to define the intensity at the matched location. The interpolated intensity at
the matched location is then used to define the new data along the displacement
vectors using linear interpolation (as in Equation 6.3). Intensities in the high reso-
lution image are defined based on original intensity data in the low resolution image
and the interpolated intensities following convolution gridding to the high resolution
lattice. Figure 6.2 shows a schematic of this process and contrasts it with bilinear
interpolation. While Figure 6.2 shows expansion by a factor of two, the resolution
of the output lattice is unrestricted and new data can be inserted at any prescribed
density along the isophote approximations.
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Importantly, each of the four sets of matching vectors results in a different out-
put image that has been directionally interpolated along one axis. In the complete,
uniformly enlarged image, columns consisting of entirely new data are directionally
interpolated using the displacement vectors associated with d1 (new rows of data are
directionally interpolated using vectors associated with d2). The dimension that is
not directionally interpolated is expanded using a non-adaptive, one-dimensional in-
terpolation or gridding kernel. Figure 6.3 depicts how the row and column approaches
define data at different locations in the high-resolution, uniform grid. Each interpo-
lated pixel in the high-resolution image is directionally determined in both of the
row images and/or both of the column images. Details on how the four images are
combined to form a single output image follow.
Thus far the emphasis has been that in practice, four independently interpolated
and distinct images are generated based on the four matching vectors identified for
each pixel in the original image. Ideally, all of the vectors approximating the isophote
intersecting a given pixel are consistent such that the four estimates are equiva-
lent; however, this is rarely the case and in combining the four interpolated images,
a weighting system that emphasizes the best estimate is desirable. Based on the
knowledge that well estimated isophotes will yield similar interpolant estimates, it is
proposed that estimate agreement be used as a measure of quality. Expressing the
average estimate for the high resolution image (Hˆ) as:
Hˆ =
1
4
4∑
i=1
Hi, (6.4)
the pixel-wise deviations of each high resolution estimate (Hi) from the average can
be used to define its individual contribution to the final image. Specifically, using the
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Directly interpolated from existing data
Interpolated from interpolated (and existing) data
Gridding of interpolated data
Existing data
Interpolated, high resolution image data
Interpolated, intermediate data (not included in final lattice)
Bilinear Interpolation
SAGA Interpolation
Figure 6.2: The four row-to-row enlargements. The displacement vectors define con-
nections between each pixel and a location in the next row. New data are calculated
along the displacement vector by linear interpolation.
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column-to-column 
directional expansions1D, fixed kernel 
interpolation
row-to-row 
directional expansions
1D, fixed kernel 
interpolation
Original Image Node 
Placement
Unidirectional, 
Fixed-kernel Interpolation
Isophote
Directed Interpolation
Final Image 
(Weighted Combination)
Figure 6.3: Construction of the final output. The final image is built from four
independently interpolated images that are based on the four sets of matching vectors.
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squared difference as a measure of deviation:
∆i(m,n) = |Hˆ(m,n)−Hi(m,n)|2, (6.5)
the contribution of the individual estimates to the final image is adjusted according
to:
H(m,n) =
∑4
i=1 Wi(m,n)Hi(m,n)∑4
i=1 Wi(m,n)
, (6.6)
where the weights (Wi(m,n), i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4) at each pixel location are defined by some
monotonic, decreasing function. For example:
Wi(m,n) =
4∑
j=1
∆j(m,n)−∆i(m,n). (6.7)
Alternatively, any of the high resolution images can be used as the final output
with limited impact on visual quality. The main advantages of SAGA are its low
complexity and flexibility making a single estimate approach an appealing way to
deliver any even faster result. Furthermore, while accuracy measures are almost
always improved, objective measures of image blur can be negatively impacted by
combining multiple estimates. This is due primarily to the way that these metrics
are computed and is detailed more in Appendix B.
Recalling that the least-squares optimization associated with the CGI approach
to the one-dimensional brightness constraint involves tridiagonal coefficient matrices,
the overall order of the SAGA approach in computing the displacement parameters
is O(MN) for an M × N image. Importantly, the complexity is related to the orig-
inal image dimensions and not influenced by the enlargement factor. Furthermore,
once the displacement parameters are computed they can be applied and reapplied
for any enlargement factor. In addition to having low raw computational complexity,
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the SAGA algorithm is easily parallelized as each line of data can be processed inde-
pendently. Given the range of image viewing devices and consumer expectations for
interactivity, this feature is an important benefit of SAGA interpolation.
6.1.3 SUMMARY OF ALGORITHM
The complete algorithm is summarized briefly in Figure 6.4 . Rather than reframe the
approach beginning with Equation (6.2) in place of Equation (6.1), the procedure for
defining the column-to-column displacements is accomplished using the row-to-row
approach and transposing the input image. From the row-to-row and column-to-
column displacements, a total of four interpolated images are generated and then
combined.
6.1.4 RESULTS
The results will be presented in two main sections. First, the impact of the stiffness
parameter k is explored as well as the influence of the node placement. Second, the
performance of the algorithm will be compared with several popular interpolation
techniques for two times expansions of a variety of standard test images using quanti-
tative metrics. The utility of the method in the context of consumer applications will
also be demonstrated through the expansion of colored images by arbitrary scaling
factors (e.g. dynamic zooming of digital photographs).
6.1.5 SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF PARAMETERS
The algorithm has one tunable parameter (k) which determines the node spacing.
When k is large, the algorithm forces the estimated isophote slopes to vary more
gradually. If k is selected smaller, the algorithm determines isophote slopes more
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Computing Row Displacements
For each pixel I(m,n):
Define the partial derivatives Ix and Iy.
For each row m ∈m = 1, 2, . . . ,M :
Identify the nodes (L).
Define the interpolating matrix Θ.
Compute J =diag(Iy)Θ.
Solve for d2L = (J
TJ)−1JT(−Ix).
Compute d2 = Θd2L .
Constructing Intermediate Images
H1 (row-to-row next) image
For each pixel in each row
m ∈m = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1:
Interpolate to find the intensity
I(m+ 1, n+ d2).
Linearly interpolate between I(m,n) and I(m+ 1, n+ d2).
Grid data onto the high-resolution lattice.
H2 (row-to-row previous) image
As for H1; however, substitute +1 for −1 and +d2 for −d2.
Computing Column Displacements
Transpose image.
Repeat row displacement procedure.
H3 (column-to-column next) image = H
T
1
H4 (column-to-column previous) image = H
T
2
Combining Outputs
Define each pixel in H according to Equations (6.6)-(6.7).
Figure 6.4: Pseudocode for the SAGA algorithm
Fixed Derivative 
Maxima
Random
2 1.27942006 1.38959206 1.26873675 0.02455202 32.935344 0
3 1.4367796 1.4916568 1.44381675 0.01624525 34.3249361 34.2147641
4 1.48913894 1.52274083 1.49704402 0.01322988 34.4270008 34.3721236
5 1.52578692 1.53223609 1.52449361 0.0129616 34.4580849 34.424483
6 1.53743171 1.54444637 1.5342067 0.01363249 34.4675801 34.4611309
7 1.54004224 1.54433659 1.53759405 0.01186111 34.4797904 34.4727757
8 1.53839749 1.54505775 1.53818646 0.01184041 34.4796806 34.4753863
9 1.53973976 1.5377591 1.53234621 0.01241822 34.4804018 34.4737415
10 1.52315994 1.54169909 1.53425748 0.01070434 34.4731031 34.4750838
11 1.52113687 1.52426968 1.52928326 0.01030692 34.4770431 34.458504
12 1.53365519 1.52846052 1.52358365 0.01154565 34.4596137 34.4564809
13 1.51103278 1.52806949 1.52347764 0.01131317 34.4638045 34.4689992
14 1.50271424 1.51382128 1.51951723 0.00968294 34.4634135 34.4463768
15 1.50151195 1.51307394 1.51533634 0.0114761 34.4491653 34.4380583
16 1.50287059 1.49744498 1.50677826 0.01123908 34.448418 34.436856
17 1.49815555 1.49431301 1.50413639 0.01118023 34.432789 34.4382146
18 1.50884241 1.46955479 1.49054242 0.01122553 34.429657 34.4334996
19 1.48514299 1.49256282 1.49918234 0.01063029 34.4048988 34.4441864
20 1.49816833 1.47809901 1.48126579 0.01407018 34.4279068 34.420487
21 1.47540679 1.47112147 1.48366916 0.0116631 34.413443 34.4335124
22 1.48837742 1.4568673 1.46813933 0.01424013 34.4064655 34.4107508
23 1.48082755 1.45383613 1.46153435 0.01385038 34.3922113 34.4237214
24 1.46069654 1.43830789 1.45709528 0.0121963 34.3891802 34.4161716
25 1.4698623 1.41704985 1.44427054 0.01368984 34.3736519 34.3960406
34.3523939 34.4052063
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Figure 6.5: PSNR increase in decibels relative to the results for k = 1. Results are for
the Lena test image down-sampled and interpolated by a factor of two. Fixed values
indicate nodes were placed every k pixels. Derivative maxima and random results
are for alternative node placements within the original pixel segments determined
with the fixed node approach. Error bars for the random results indicate the 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 6.6: Standard images used in testing and their dimensions.
locally and becomes directed by the pixel-by-pixel gradient angle at the limit (k = 1).
To examine the influence of node density and node placement, three sets of simulations
were conducted.
Figure 6.5 shows the increase in peak signal-to-noise ratio (PNSR) as a function
of node spacing and density. The 512× 512 Lena test image was down-sampled by a
factor of two (discarding every other row and every other column) and enlarged with
SAGA at fixed node spacings ranging from k = 1 to k = 20. For k ≥ 2, the increases
in PSNR relative to k = 1 are plotted (with downward triangles). To examine the
sensitivity of the results to the node placement, two additional experiments were
done. Using the original segments as determined by the fixed node spacings, nodes
were repositioned at a randomly offset locations (offset between 0 and k−1). A total
of one hundred random placement experiments were conducted for each node spacing;
the means and 95% confidence internals for PSNR increases are plotted with squares
and bars respectively.
In addition to the data-independent fixed and random node placements, a simple
adaptive placement approach was explored. Nodes were placed within the original
segments at pixels with the largest magnitude derivative (along the pixel vector).
Results for placements based on the derivative maxima are shown as upward trian-
gles. For very small node spacings (k < 5), placing nodes in this way resulted in
significantly improved results. At node spacings between k = 5 and k = 9, results are
largely constant regardless of exact node spacing or placement method. Given the
added complexity of adaptive node placement and the perceived value of maintain-
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ing a low overall computational burden for the SAGA algorithm, use of a fixed node
spacing is preferred.
In addition to the placement analysis conducted for the Lena test image, PSNR
as a function of node spacing was explored for a broad range of test images including
images of man-made objects, people and animals, and landscapes (as shown in Figure
6.6). The trends observable in Figure 6.5 were generally consistent across test images
with the PSNR improvements associated with different values of k being relatively
uniform for k above three and peaking for k between six and eight. Based on these
results, all subsequent results reported use k = 7. For applications where speed is
essential, a larger k would be advisable given the limited trade-off in PSNR.
6.1.6 COMPARISON TO OTHER METHODS
The performance of the proposed algorithm for two-times interpolation of the stan-
dard test images shown in Figure 6.6 was compared to that of several interpolation
methods including bicubic interpolation, iNEDI [Asuni and Giachetti, 2008], ICBI
[Giachetti and Asuni, 2008], SAI [Zhang and Wu, 2008], and SME interpolation [Mal-
lat and Yu, 2010]. As in [Mallat and Yu, 2010] and [Zhang and Wu, 2008], the low
resolution images were generated by direct down sampling of the test images without
any anti-aliasing pre-filter and results were evaluated in terms of peak signal-to-noise
ratio. Additional quantitative metrics including visual signal-to-noise ratio (VSNR),
the Structural Similarity (SSIM) index, and the Universal Quality Index (UQI) were
computed. All evaluations were performed using the Image and Video Quality Evalu-
ation Software (IVQUEST) available at http://ivulab.asu.edu/Quality/IVQUEST
[Murthy and Karam, 2010].
The values for each metric are reported in Table 6.1 with the best performing result
in bold. The average improvement in each metric relative to bicubic interpolation is
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Table 6.1: PSNR comparison (in dB) for 2x image interpolation.
Image Metric Bicubic iNEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
Boats
PSNR 32.167 31.451 31.496 32.191 32.595 32.463
VSNR 21.699 21.139 21.071 22.127 22.244 22.323
SSIM 0.917 0.915 0.912 0.921 0.922 0.921
UQI 0.713 0.713 0.704 0.721 0.720 0.723
Goldhill
PSNR 31.633 30.973 31.187 31.688 31.698 31.851
VSNR 26.496 26.082 25.831 26.700 26.634 26.896
SSIM 0.869 0.863 0.861 0.870 0.869 0.871
UQI 0.785 0.777 0.774 0.781 0.780 0.789
Houses
PSNR 23.131 22.787 22.438 23.339 23.430 23.476
VSNR 17.390 17.108 16.520 17.907 17.819 17.915
SSIM 0.792 0.782 0.774 0.800 0.805 0.804
UQI 0.754 0.743 0.736 0.761 0.767 0.765
Lena
PSNR 34.021 33.970 34.080 34.773 34.617 34.475
VSNR 26.308 27.071 26.598 27.734 27.397 27.278
SSIM 0.915 0.914 0.912 0.919 0.919 0.919
UQI 0.779 0.777 0.773 0.783 0.783 0.785
Mandrill
PSNR 22.908 22.567 22.131 23.167 23.106 23.239
VSNR 12.524 12.105 11.132 12.821 12.726 13.110
SSIM 0.721 0.719 0.703 0.731 0.730 0.728
UQI 0.710 0.708 0.693 0.719 0.719 0.715
Monarch
PSNR 31.968 33.002 32.608 33.130 32.739 32.660
VSNR 24.099 26.677 25.501 26.644 25.587 25.603
SSIM 0.957 0.960 0.958 0.963 0.960 0.961
UQI 0.801 0.807 0.795 0.807 0.804 0.810
Peppers
PSNR 32.807 33.194 32.915 33.533 33.427 33.477
VSNR 26.123 27.084 26.232 27.502 27.381 27.398
SSIM 0.869 0.873 0.864 0.876 0.874 0.878
UQI 0.704 0.708 0.696 0.711 0.708 0.714
Mountains
PSNR 22.875 22.561 22.066 22.965 22.947 23.115
VSNR 17.505 17.277 16.175 17.676 17.535 17.959
SSIM 0.725 0.715 0.707 0.724 0.725 0.728
UQI 0.723 0.712 0.705 0.720 0.722 0.723
Island
PSNR 30.071 29.812 29.376 30.108 30.077 30.329
VSNR 21.456 21.297 20.531 21.463 21.351 21.778
SSIM 0.843 0.838 0.829 0.844 0.844 0.848
UQI 0.726 0.720 0.710 0.728 0.729 0.732
Average PSNR * -0.140 -0.365 0.368 0.340 0.389
Improvement VSNR * 0.249 -0.446 0.775 0.564 0.740
vs. SSIM * -0.003 -0.010 0.004 0.004 0.006
Bicubic UQI * -0.003 -0.012 0.004 0.004 0.007
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Table 6.2: Average Relative Reductions in MSE
Test file MSE
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Boats_test_SME.bmp35.7777
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Goldhill_test_SME.bmp43.9795
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Houses_test_SME.bmp295.1889
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Island_test_SME.bmp63.8779
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Lena_test_SME.bmp22.4587
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Mandrill_test_SME.bmp318.0546
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Monarch_test_SME.bmp34.6087
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Mountain_test_SME.bmp329.8703
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SME/BMPs/Peppers_test_SME.bmp29.5405
Test file MSE
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Boats_test_SAGA.bmp37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Goldhill_test_SAGA.bmp42.6246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Houses_test_SAGA.bmp298.9976
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Island_test_SAGA.bmp60.4887
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Lena_test_SAGA.bmp23.528
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Mandrill_test_SAGA.bmp310.3275
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Monarch_test_SAGA.bmp35.7397
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Mountain_test_SAGA.bmp318.7877
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAGA/BMPs/Peppers_test_SAGA.bmp29.8189
Test file MSE
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Boats_test_INEDI.bmp46.5555
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_INEDI.bmp51.9748
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Houses_test_INEDI.bmp342.2457
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Island_test_INEDI.bmp67.905
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp26.0661
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_INEDI.bmp360.1082
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Monarch_test_INEDI.bmp32.5736
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mountain_test_INEDI.bmp360.5533
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Peppers_test_INEDI.bmp31.1651
Test file MSE
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Boats_test_ICBI.bmp46.0747
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_ICBI.bmp49.4787
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Houses_test_ICBI.bmp370.9543
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Island_test_ICBI.bmp75.0713
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Lena_test_ICBI.bmp25.4118
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_ICBI.bmp398.1207
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Monarch_test_ICBI.bmp35.669
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Mountain_test_ICBI.bmp404.1191
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/ICBI/BMPs/Peppers_test_ICBI.bmp33.2333
Test file MSE
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp39.4765
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp44.6513
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp316.2514
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp63.9767
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp25.7625
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp332.8538
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp41.334
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp335.4408
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp34.071
Test file MSE
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Boats_SAI.bmp39.2598
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Goldhill_SAI.bmp44.0817
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Houses_SAI.bmp301.4089
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Island_SAI.bmp63.43
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Lena_SAI.bmp21.6657
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Mandrill_SAI.bmp313.595
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Monarch_SAI.bmp31.6272
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Mountain_SAI.bmp328.5503
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/SAI/BMPs/Peppers_SAI.bmp28.8252
Test file Bicubic Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
/Users/christy/Documen s/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp39.4765 39.4765 46.5555 46.0747 39.2598 35.7777 37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp44.6513 44.6513 51.9748 49.4787 44.0817 43.9795 42.6246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp316.2514 316.2514 342.2457 370.9543 301.4089 295.1889 298.9976
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp63.9767 63.9767 67.905 75.0713 63.43 63.8779 60.4887
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp25.7625 25.7625 26.0661 25.4118 21.6657 22.4587 23.528
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp332.8538 332.8538 360.1082 398.1207 313.595 318.0546 310.3275
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/ aperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp41.334 41.334 32.5736 35.669 31.6272 34.6087 35.7397
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/ aperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp335.4408 335.4408 360.5533 404.1191 328.5503 329.8703 318.7877
/Users/christy/Document /Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp34.071 34.071 31.1651 33.2333 28.8252 29.5405 29.8189
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp0 15.205507405 14.320657541 -0.548934176 -9.369624967 -5.571922536
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp0 14.090482311 9.7565214931 -1.275662747 -1.50454746 -4.538949594
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp0 7.5952159516 14.746533468 -4.693259856 -6.660049568 -5.455722884
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp0 5.7849937413 14.778750335 -0.854529852 -0.154431223 -5.451984863
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp0 1.1647312026 -1.361280932 -15.90218341 -12.82406599 -8.673459486
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp0 7.5683919444 16.393746921 -5.785963687 -4.44615624 -6.767625907
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp0 -21.19417429 -13.70542411 -23.48381478 -16.27062467 -13.53437848
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp0 6.9649896423 16.994569175 -2.054162761 -1.660650702 -4.964542179
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp0 -8.528954243 -2.458689208 -15.39667166 -13.29723225 -12.48011505
AVERAGE 0 3.183464852 7.7183760764 -7.777242547 -7.354153674 -7.493188998
Test file INEDI Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Boats_test_INEDI.bmp46.5555 39.4765 46.5555 46.0747 39.2598 35.7777 37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_INEDI.bmp51.9748 44.6513 51.9748 49.4787 44 0817 43.9795 42.6246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Houses_test_INEDI.bmp342.2457 316.2514 342.2457 370.9543 301 4089 295.1889 298.9976
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Island_test_INEDI.bmp67.905 63.9767 67.905 75.0713 63.43 63.8779 60.4887
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp26.0661 25.7625 26.0661 25.4118 21.6657 22.4587 23.528
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_INEDI.bmp360.1082 332.8538 360.1082 398.1207 313.595 318.0546 310.3275
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Monarch_test_INEDI.bmp32.5736 41.334 32.5736 35.669 31.6272 34.6087 35.7397
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mountain_test_INEDI.bmp360.5533 335.4408 360.5533 404.1191 328.5503 329.8703 318.7877
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Peppers_test_INEDI.bmp31.1651 34.071 31.1651 33.2333 28.8252 29.5405 29.8189
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp-15.20550741 0 -1.032745862 -15.67097335 -23.15043335 -19.93019085
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp-14.09048231 0 -4.802519683 -15.18639802 -15.38303178 -17.98987201
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp-7.595215952 0 7.7391204253 -11.93201259 -13.74942037 -12.6365649
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp-5.784993741 0 9.5459916106 -6.590089095 -5.930491127 -10.92158162
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp-1.164731203 0 -2.51015687 -16.88169692 -13.83943129 -9.737168199
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp-7.568391944 0 9.547983815 -12.91645122 -11.67804565 -13.8238174
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp21.194174288 0 8.6781238611 -2.90542034 5.8803133316 8.8587760949
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp-6.964989642 0 10.780435768 -8.87608018 -8.509976195 -11.58375197
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp8.5289542426 0 6.2232760514 -7.508077946 -5.212882359 -4.319575423
AVERAGE -3.183464852 0 4.9077232351 -10.94079996 -10.17482209 -10.23152736
Test file ICBI Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Boats_test_INEDI.bmp46.0747 39.4765 46.5555 46.0747 39.2598 35.7777 37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_INEDI.bmp49.4787 44.6513 51.9748 49.4787 44 0817 43.9795 42.6246
/Users/christy D cuments/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Houses_test_INEDI.bmp370.9543 316.2514 342.2457 370.9543 301 4089 295.1889 298.9976
/Users/christy D cument /Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Island_test_INEDI.bmp75.0713 63.9767 67.905 75.0713 63.43 63.8779 60.4887
/Users/christy D cuments/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp25.4118 25.7625 26.0661 25.4118 21.6657 22.4587 23.528
/Users/christy Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_INEDI.bmp398.1207 332.8538 360.1082 398.1207 313.595 318.0546 310.3275
/Users/christy Docum nts/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Monarch_test_INEDI.bmp35.669 41.334 32.5736 35.669 31.6272 34.6087 35.7397
/Users/christy Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mountain_test_INEDI.bmp404.1191 335.4408 360.5533 404.1191 328.5503 329.8703 318.7877
/Users/christy Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Peppers_test_INEDI.bmp33.2333 34.071 31.1651 33.2333 28.8252 29.5405 29.8189
/Users/christy Docume ts/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp-14.32065754 1.0327458625 0 -14.79098073 -22.3484906 -19.09464413
/Users/christy Documen s/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp-9.756521493 4.8025196826 0 -10.90772393 -11.11427746 -13.85262749
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp-14.74653347 -7.739120425 0 -18.74770019 -20.4244566 -19.39772635
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp-14.77875033 -9.545991611 0 -15.50699135 -14.91035855 -19.42499997
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp1.3612809316 2.5101568704 0 -14.74157675 -11.62097923 -7.413091556
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp-16.39374692 -9.547983815 0 -21.23117436 -20.11101156 -22.05190536
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp13.705424106 -8.678123861 0 -11.33140823 -2.972609269 0.1978192318
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp-16.99456918 -10.78043577 0 -18.69963583 -18.37299944 -21.1154088
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp2.4586892078 -6.223276051 0 -13.26410558 -11.11174635 -10.27403237
AVERAGE -7.718376076 -4.907723235 0 -15.46903299 -14.77632545 -14.71406853
Test file SAI Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Boats_test_INEDI.bmp39.2598 39.4765 46.5555 46.0747 39.2598 35.7777 37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_INEDI.bmp44.0817 44.6513 51.9748 49.4787 44 0817 43.9795 42.6246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Houses_test_INEDI.bmp301.4089 316.2514 342.2457 370.9543 301 4089 295.1889 298.9976
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Island_test_INEDI.bmp63.43 63.9767 67.905 75.0713 63.43 63.8779 60.4887
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp21.6657 25.7625 26.0661 25.4118 21.6657 22.4587 23.528
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_INEDI.bmp313.595 332.8538 360.1082 398.1207 313.595 318.0546 310.3275
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Monarch_test_INEDI.bmp31.6272 41.334 32.5736 35.669 31.6272 34.6087 35.7397
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mountain_test_INEDI.bmp328.5503 335.4408 360.5533 404.1191 328.5503 329.8703 318.7877
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Peppers_test_INEDI.bmp28.8252 34.071 31.1651 33.2333 28.8252 29.5405 29.8189
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp0.548934176 15.670973354 14.790980733 0 -8.869377837 -5.050713452
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp1.2756627467 15.186398024 10.90772393 0 -0.231842238 -3.305453283
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp4.6932598559 11.932012586 18.747700188 0 -2.063641784 -0.800009555
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp0.8545298523 6.5900890951 15.506991354 0 0.7011814728 -4.637080246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp15.902183406 16.881696917 14.741576748 0 3.5309256546 7.915249915
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp5.7859636874 12.916451222 21.231174365 0 1.4021491907 -1.041949011
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp23.483814777 2.9054203404 11.331408226 0 8.6148858524 11.506811753
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp2.0541627614 8.8760801801 18.699635825 0 0.4001572739 -2.971417162
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp15.396671656 7.5080779462 13.264105581 0 2.4214214384 3.3324502245
AVERAGE 7.7772425466 10.940799963 15.469032994 0 0.6562065582 0.5497654648
Test file SME Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Boats_test_INEDI.bmp35.7777 39.4765 46.5555 46.0747 39.2598 35.7777 37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_INEDI.bmp43.9795 44.6513 51.9748 49.4787 44 0817 43.9795 42.6246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Houses_test_INEDI.bmp295.1889 316.2514 342.2457 370.9543 301 4089 295.1889 298.9976
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Island_test_INEDI.bmp63.8779 63.9767 67.905 75.0713 63.43 63.8779 60.4887
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp22.4587 25.7625 26.0661 25.4118 21.6657 22.4587 23.528
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_INEDI.bmp318.0546 332.8538 360.1082 398.1207 313.595 318.0546 310.3275
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Monarch_test_INEDI.bmp34.6087 41.334 32.5736 35.669 31.6272 34.6087 35.7397
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mountain_test_INEDI.bmp329.8703 335.4408 360.5533 404.1191 328.5503 329.8703 318.7877
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Peppers_test_INEDI.bmp29.5405 34.071 31.1651 33.2333 28.8252 29.5405 29.8189
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp9.3696249668 23.150433354 22.348490603 8.8693778369 0 4.0217936577
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp1.50454746 15.383031777 11.114277457 0.2318422384 0 -3.080753533
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp6.6600495682 13.749420373 20.424456597 2.0636417836 0 1.2738229337
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp0.1544312226 5.9304911273 14.910358552 -0.701181473 0 -5.305747371
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp12.824065987 13.839431292 11.62097923 -3.530925655 0 4.5447976879
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp4.4461562404 11.678045654 20.11101156 -1.402149191 0 -2.429488522
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp16.270624667 -5.880313332 2.9726092686 -8.614885852 0 3.1645481076
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp1.660650702 8.5099761949 18.372999445 -0.400157274 0 -3.359684094
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp13.29723225 5.2128823588 11.111746351 -2.421421438 0 0.9336360496
AVERAGE 7.3541536739 10.174822089 14.776325452 -0.656206558 0 -0.026341676
Test file SAGA Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Boats_test_INEDI.bmp37.2769 39.4765 46.5555 46.0747 39.2598 35.7777 37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_INEDI.bmp42.6246 44.6513 51.9748 49.4787 44 0817 43.9795 42.6246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Houses_test_INEDI.bmp298.9976 316.2514 342.2457 370.9543 301 4089 295.1889 298.9976
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Island_test_INEDI.bmp60.4887 63.9767 67.905 75.0713 63.43 63.8779 60.4887
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp23.528 25.7625 26.0661 25.4118 21.6657 22.4587 23.528
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_INEDI.bmp310.3275 332.8538 360.1082 398.1207 313.595 318.0546 310.3275
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Monarch_test_INEDI.bmp35.7397 41.334 32.5736 35.669 31.6272 34.6087 35.7397
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mountain_test_INEDI.bmp318.7877 335.4408 360.5533 404.1191 328.5503 329.8703 318.7877
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Peppers_test_INEDI.bmp29.8189 34.071 31.1651 33.2333 28.8252 29.5405 29.8189
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp5.5719225362 19.930190847 19.094644132 5.0507134524 -4.021793658 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp4.5389495939 17.989872015 13.852627494 3.3054532833 3.0807535329 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp5.4557228838 12.636564901 19.397726351 0.8000095551 -1.273822934 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp5.4519848632 10.921581621 19.424999967 4.6370802459 5.3057473712 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp8.6734594857 9.7371681993 7.4130915559 -7.915249915 -4.544797688 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp6.7676259066 13.823817397 22.051905364 1.0419490107 2.4294885218 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp13.534378478 -8.858776095 -0.197819232 -11.50681175 -3.164548108 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp4.9645421785 11.583751972 21.115408799 2.971417162 3.359684094 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp12.480115054 4.3195754225 10.274032371 -3.332450225 -0.93363605 0
AVERAGE 7.4931889977 10.231527365 14.714068534 -0.549765465 0.0263416759 0
Test file MIN Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Boats_test_INEDI.bmp35.7777 39.4765 46.5555 46.0747 39.2598 35.7777 37.2769
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Goldhill_test_INEDI.bmp42.6246 44.6513 51.9748 49.4787 44 0817 43.9795 42.6246
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Houses_test_INEDI.bmp295.1889 316.2514 342.2457 370.9543 301 4089 295.1889 298.9976
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Island_test_INEDI.bmp60.4887 63.9767 67.905 75.0713 63.43 63.8779 60.4887
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp21.6657 25.7625 26.0661 25.4118 21.6657 22.4587 23.528
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mandrill_test_INEDI.bmp310.3275 332.8538 360.1082 398.1207 313.595 318.0546 310.3275
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Monarch_test_INEDI.bmp31.6272 41.334 32.5736 35.669 31.6272 34.6087 35.7397
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Mountain_test_INEDI.bmp318.7877 335.4408 360.5533 404.1191 328.5503 329.8703 318.7877
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/INEDI/BMPs/Peppers_test_INEDI.bmp28.8252 34.071 31.1651 33.2333 28.8252 29.5405 29.8189
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Boats_test_bicubic.bmp9.3696249668 23.150433354 22.348490603 8.8693778369 0 4.0217936577
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Goldhill_test_bicubic.bmp4.5389495939 17.989872015 13.852627494 3.3054532833 3.0807535329 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Houses_test_bicubic.bmp6.6600495682 13.749420373 20.424456597 2.0636417836 0 1.2738229337
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Island_test_bicubic.bmp5.4519848632 10.921581621 19.424999967 4.6370802459 5.3057473712 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp15.902183406 16.881696917 14.741576748 0 3.5309256546 7.915249915
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mandrill_test_bicubic.bmp6.7676259066 13.823817397 22.051905364 1.0419490107 2.4294885218 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Monarch_test_bicubic.bmp23.483814777 2.9054203404 11.331408226 0 8.6148858524 11.506811753
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Mountain_test_bicubic.bmp4.9645421785 11.583751972 21.115408799 2.971417162 3.359684094 0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/Bicubic/BMPs/Peppers_test_bicubic.bmp15.396671656 7.5080779462 13.264105581 0 2.4214214384 3.3324502245
AVERAGE 10.281716324 13.168230215 17.617219931 2.543213258 3.1936562739 3.1166809426
B
Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
A
Bicubic 0.00 3.18 7.72 -7.78 -7.35 -7.49
INEDI -3.18 0.00 4.91 -10.94 -10.17 -10.23
ICBI -7.72 -4.91 0.00 -15.47 -14.78 -14.71
SAI 7.78 10.94 15.47 0.00 0.66 0.55
SME 7.35 10.17 14.78 -0.66 0.00 -0.03
SAGA 7.49 10.23 14.71 -0.55 0.03 0.00
also reported. Overall, the proposed SAGA interpolation results are as accurate as
those obtained with the state-of-the-art methods SAI [Zhang and Wu, 2008] and
SME[Mallat and Yu, 2010] and better than bicubic interpolation, iNEDI[Asuni and
Giachetti, 2008], and ICBI[Giachetti and Asuni, 2008]. For more direct comparisons,
Table 6.2 reports the average percent improvement (reduction) in mean squared error
for a given method (A) relative to a comparison method (B). The comparison metric
is computed as:
rA,B =
 −100
(
1− B
A
)
if A > B
100
(
1− A
B
)
if A < B.
(6.8)
Bold entries indicate a relative difference of at least 5%. By this measure, SAGA has
significantly lower MSE than bicubic interpolation, INEDI, and ICBI. The MSE is
not significantly different than SAI or SME.
It should be noted that for pre-filtered (smoothed) images, the improvements
relative to bicubic interpolation are significantly reduced for most images across all
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alternative methods. Additional results for prefiltered, noise corrupted, and combi-
nation images are provided in Appendix C.
Figure 6.7 shows typical results and artifacts of bicubic, SAI [Zhang and Wu,
2008], SME [Mallat and Yu, 2010], and SAGA for the enlargement of both a directly
down-sampled image and an unaltered image. Bicubic interpolation yields jagged
edges for most edge orientations and both SAI [Zhang and Wu, 2008] and SME
[Mallat and Yu, 2010] produce artifacts for specific subsets of line angles. Artifacts in
the interpolation of the Barbara image include a slight artificial thinning of vertical
lines with SAI [Zhang and Wu, 2008] interpolation and cross-hatching in the pant
leg of the SME[Mallat and Yu, 2010] output image. SAGA can accommodate any
edge orientation; however, small, disparate patches or abrupt texture changes may
be interpolated inaccurately resulting in some jagged or blurred edges.
The proposed SAGA method can also be used to interpolate color images using a
set of displacements defined by a single (e.g., luminance) image and applying those
displacements to directionally interpolate each color channel. Figure 6.8 shows the
progressive enlargement of a region of the Pens image. For Figure 6.8, a single dis-
placement set was computed from the original resolution luminance data and applied
to each channel of the color image for all of the expansion factors shown.
Figure 6.9 highlights the use of SAGA interpolation for a similar, biomedical
application. In the example shown, photomicrographs of human muscle tissue were
collected using a 4×, 10×, and 20× objective lens. At higher magnifications, a smaller
area of tissue is visible and some of the broader context for the data is lost. By resizing
the less magnified data, the smaller objective lens data can be used to provide this
lost context.
The main advantages of SAGA are its low complexity and flexibility. Determin-
ing the horizontal and vertical displacement parameters requires the solution of two
79
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Figure 6.8: Dynamic zooming of a color image.The boxed sub-regions are enlarged to
the original image dimensions. The zooming factors are 1.75, 2.5, 5, and 8.
least-squares problems for each line of data. Furthermore, the least-squares problems
involve tridiagonal coefficient matrices that allow efficient, analytical solutions. For
Z = MN , the number of pixels, the overall order of the SAGA approach in comput-
ing the displacement parameters is O(Z). Importantly, this complexity is related to
the original image dimensions and not influenced by the enlargement factor. Further-
more, the displacement parameters are computed once and then can be applied and
reapplied for any enlargement factor.
In contrast, SME uses a more complex (O(Zlog(Z)) at the limit) [Mallat and
Yu, 2010] approach to describe edge orientations through block matching. While not
all pixels are addressed with the complete, directional algorithm, time comparisons
highlight the speed advantages of SAGA. For a small (60× 58 pixel) region of Lena,
enlargement with SME [Mallat and Yu, 2010] by a factor of two takes over forty
seconds while the same enlargement with SAGA takes just under one second. Both
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4x
10x
20x
Figure 6.9: Non-integer resizing of photomicrographs. The original 4x, 10x, and 20x
images are shown along with SAGA enlargements of the 4x image to an effective zoom
of 10x and the 10x image to an effective zoom of 20x (scaling factors of 2.5 and 2).
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methods are implemented in MATLAB on a 2.26 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo with 2GB of
RAM and have similar PSNR values, (35.43 dB for SME and 35.52 dB for SAGA).
Performance gains are more significant for interpolation of the 256× 256 pixel image
with SME [Mallat and Yu, 2010] requiring over five hundred seconds and SAGA
taking less than four seconds (error metrics in Table 6.1). Furthermore, the published
descriptions and implementation of SME [Mallat and Yu, 2010] are limited to factor
of two enlargements; however, this is a limitation of the rescaling procedure and not
of the approach to the directional parameter estimation.
Complexity comparisons with SAI [Zhang and Wu, 2008] are more challenging
for several reasons. SAI[Zhang and Wu, 2008] numerically solves three least-squares
problems per directionally estimated pixel to directly define an image with two-times
the original resolution. As with SME [Mallat and Yu, 2010], not all pixels are ad-
dressed directionally. According to the authors, the computation bottleneck is the
solving of the third and largest least squares optimization, a 12×12 numerical matrix
inversion [Zhang and Wu, 2008]. As a point of reference, the publicly available MAT-
LAB implementation of new edge directed interpolation (NEDI) [Li and Orchard,
2001] requires about thirty-five seconds for the enlargement of the 256 × 256 Lena
image. NEDI approaches one of the smaller of the three SAI [Zhang and Wu, 2008]
subproblems suggesting a MATLAB implementation of SAI would require as much
or more computation time.
As it stands, the MATLAB implementation of SAGA requires computation times
on the same order of magnitude as the executable version of SAI. Resizing the 256×
256 Lena image by a factor of two takes just 1.87 seconds using SAI (compared to
3.27 seconds using SAGA). Enlarging a 512 × 512 image by a factor of two takes
7.35 seconds using SAI and a slightly shorter 7.3 seconds using SAGA. Enlarging a
1024× 1024 image by a factor of two takes 31.75 seconds using SAI and a noticeably
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longer 47.84 seconds using SAGA. In addition to the implementation differences in
the two algorithms, it is likely that for such a large image size the edge-only behavior
of SAI represents a significant computational savings relative to SAGA’s every pixel
approach.
Where SAGA has a clear computational advantage is for any enlargement factor
other than two. Using the examples above, if SAI were to enlarge a single, 256× 256
base image to a final, 8× resolution of 2048 × 2048 it would require each of the en-
largements described for a total of 40.97 seconds (1.87+7.35+31.75). In comparison,
the main computational step for SAGA, defining the displacements, can be used and
reused to define interpolated images of any size and scales with the size of the base
image. As a result, enlarging a 256 × 256 image directly by a factor of eight takes
just 9.02 seconds (less than 25% the time required for SAI). Enlarging by a factor of
four takes just 4.33 seconds. Furthermore, SAGA can be used to enlarge images by
arbitrary sizes. For example, to enlarge a single image by a factor of seven using SAI,
the image would need to be interpolated first to two and then four times its original
size and then would need to be enlarged by 1.75 times using an alternative approach
such as bicubic or bilinear interpolation. SAGA can be used to go directly from the
base image to an image seven (or even 7.7) times the original size.
6.1.7 CONCLUSIONS
This section introduces the new edge-directed interpolator, Segment Adaptive Gradi-
ent Angle (SAGA) interpolation. Based on quantitative image quality metrics, SAGA
performs comparably to other state-of-the-art methods, and is better in many cases.
Furthermore, the algorithm operates at a low computational cost. In addition to
having low raw computational complexity, the SAGA algorithm is easily configured
for parallelization as data can be independently processed one line at a time. Beyond
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addressing the classic problem of resizing grayscale images by factors of two with ac-
curacy and speed, the algorithm is also well suited for dynamic zooming applications.
Displacements need only be calculated for an image once, and can then be applied
to interpolate the image to any new size. Given the ever increasing range of image
viewing devices and consumer expectations for interactivity, this feature is viewed as
an important benefit of SAGA interpolation.
6.2 COLOR IMAGE DEMOSAICING
Most consumer-grade digital cameras utilize a single charge-coupled device (CCD) or
complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensor array to collect data for
all color channels. Separation of the incoming light into the individual color channels
is accomplished with a color filter mosaic or color filter array (CFA). The CFA ensures
that each measured pixel intensity corresponds to a single color channel. The most
common CFA format, the Bayer pattern, splits the incoming light into red, green,
and blue or R,G, and B channels. The Bayer pattern arranges the RGB channels such
that each 2x2 subregion of pixels contains one red, one blue, and two green pixels.
Generating a full color version of the collected image requires a value for every channel
at every pixel. The process by which the two missing channel values are generated
for a given pixel is commonly termed demosaicing, and can be accomplished in a
number of ways [Gunturk et al., 2005, Kimmel, 1999, Malvar et al., 2004, Ramanath
et al., 2002]. Figure 6.10 provides a visual over-view of the mosaicing process and the
format of the data prior to demosaicing.
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Figure 6.10: An overview of color-filtered data collection. The flow chart shows the
Bayer color filter array and the appearance of the collected data prior to demosaicing.
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6.2.1 BACKGROUND
The simplest demosaicing method that preserves CCD resolution (in contrast to pixel
merging or replicating) is bilinear interpolation. Missing color channel data is recon-
structed from the local neighborhood of the same color channel by simple averaging.
Each channel is interpolated independently and mutual color information is not con-
sidered. In general, bilinear demosaicing has the same advantages and disadvantages
as generally applied bilinear interpolation with respect to efficiency and artifacts.
Improving upon the results of bilinear demosaicing is generally accomplished by
utilizing color channel correlations and/or looking to incorporate edge information.
Addressing color channel relationships and edges can improve the appearance of de-
mosaiced images by minimizing color aliasing and edge blurring or stair-stepping
effects. Correlative assumptions about color channel data typically focus on catego-
rizing fast and slow varying relationships between channels and capitalizing on the
relatively constant nature of hue in small regions [Kimmel, 1999]. Hue preserving
methods generally interpolate derived images, such as the ratio of chrominance to
luminance or channel difference images (rather than the original channel data) [Ra-
manath et al., 2002]. Edge related information is generally exploited by interpolating
strictly along, rather than across, edges [Malvar et al., 2004]. An excellent review
and comparison of demosaicing methods can be found in [Gunturk et al., 2005].
6.2.2 METHODS
SAGA can be applied directly to interpolate the red and blue channels of the Bayer
pattern to full resolution (fill them in so as to have a value at every pixel loca-
tion). SAGA is not, however, directly useful in interpolating the green channel of
the Bayer pattern as the algorithm only generates directionally interpolated lines of
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data between lines of existing data. Data that are collinear with existing samples are
interpolated in the gridding step using cubic Hermite interpolation.
The SAGA-based demosaicing method begins by approximating the fully sam-
pled green channel using a classical two-dimensional interpolation approach (cubic
hermite) and then proceeds by defining red-green and blue-green differences at the
known red and blue locations (similar to Freeman [1987]). SAGA interpolation is then
applied to define full resolution channel difference images. Use of the color difference
data rather than the chrominance data directly minimizes artificial changes in hue
and can decrease color aliasing.
Following interpolation, the channel difference images along with the green image
data are used to generate full resolution red and blue data. The original approxima-
tion of the green channel data (the results from the non-directional interpolation step)
are then replaced using a filtered update resembling that of Kimmel [1999]. In this
update step, the color difference images are down-sampled using the green (hexagonal
or checkerboard) sampling pattern and then interpolated to full resolution using the
classical interpolator. The output of this process are smoothed versions of the color
difference images which are then used along with the original red and blue data to
generate estimates of the unsampled green pixels.
Additional passes of the algorithm can be initiated using the adjusted green chan-
nel data to define the channel difference images. Multiple iterations can improve
unsatisfactory results, particularly with respect to aliasing. Figure 6.11 shows the
full process schematically.
6.2.3 RESULTS
Figure 6.12 shows results from SAGA demosaicing and compares them to results from
the popular gradient-directed bilinear interpolation [Malvar et al., 2004] in terms of
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Figure 6.11: A diagram of the demosaicing work-flow. Starting in the blue oval: the
green channel is estimated using bicubic interpolation and then used to define the
channel differences at red and blue sample locations. Next, SAGA is used to expand
the channel difference images which in turn are used to populate the full resolution red
and blue images and to redefine a new, high-resolution green channel (red hexagons).
The procedure can be repeated by substituting the new green image for the initial,
bicubic estimate. MX indicates the X channel position mask.
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Figure 6.12: Deinterlacing results for each color channel. The graph shows a compi-
lation of channel mean squared error results for the Kodak true color image set using
the proposed and gradient-corrected bilinear demosaicing methods. Results are shown
for SAGA-based deinterlacing both with one and two iterations of the algorithm.
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individual channel mean squared error. Results were averaged for the twenty-four
Kodak true color images [Kodak, 2011], which were retrospectively mosaiced with
the Bayer pattern and then demosaiced with the SAGA-based and gradient-directed
bilinear approaches. Gradient-directed bilinear interpolation was selected for bench-
marking because it is widely used and performs significantly better than bilinear
interpolation with little additional computation. For SAGA-based demosaicing with
a single application of SAGA, results were similar to gradient-directed bilinear in-
terpolation. All twenty-four images were interpolated best on all three channels by
SAGA-based demosaicing with two iterations. Data in Figure 6.12 summarize results
of the comparisons. See the review article by Gunturk et.al [Gunturk et al., 2005] for
a similar tabulation covering a wider range of methods including several significantly
more complex approaches.
For images that present aliasing challenges, multiple iterations of SAGA improved
both the quantitative accuracy and visual quality of results. Figure 6.13 shows the
evolution of aliasing in the fence region of the Kodak Lighthouse image. The fence
region is a classic challenge for demosaicing as the white slats become increasingly
close. For that particular region, a large number of iterations can be performed while
still improving quality. Eventually, additional iterations can over-smooth the results
and begin to introduce artifacts. This is most apparent along the back edge of the
lighthouse in the difference images.
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Modern off-camera demosaicing techniques have been developed that incorpo-
rate fundamentals from multiple image super-resolution to construct an enlarged full
color image from a mosaiced source [Vandewalle et al., 2007]. SAGA enlargement
and demosaicing can be similarly combined to accomplish simultaneous enlargement
and demosaicing. Figure 6.14 shows an example of a bilinear demosaicing and en-
largement, the results of the joint demosaicing and super-resolution imaging method
reported by researchers from Ecole Polytechnique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne (EPFL-SR)
[Vandewalle et al., 2007], and results of SAGA-based demosaicing and enlargement.
In comparison to the bilinear approach, both EPFL-SR [Vandewalle et al., 2007] and
SAGA are able to reconstruct visibly greater detail and reduced color aliasing along
the edges between black and white regions. Minor color aliasing along the black and
white boundaries is visible with SAGA; however, considerable aliasing is visible along
the yellow and cyan boundaries in the EPFL-SR result.
6.3 VIDEO DEINTERLACING
A primary advantage of the SAGA interpolation approach is flexibility in accom-
modating arbitrary scaling factors. When such flexibility is not required, additional
constraints can be imposed for efficiency gains. As a specific example, a symmetric
approach to the one-dimensional brightness constraint applies well to repeatedly inter-
polating new rows of data between existing rows of interlaced video data. Interlaced
video formats are still common despite the prevalence of digital display technologies.
Interlacing capitalizes on the human visual system’s relatively low temporal resolution
to reduce transmission bandwidths. This is accomplished by transmitting or storing
only half the data lines for each frame, and alternating the lines that are refreshed in
each frame. Digital displays require data for every row of every frame, necessitating
a deinterlacing step. Much like image resizing, a wide range of approaches to dein-
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terlacing have been presented [De Haan and Bellers, 1998, Lee et al., 2000, Oh et al.,
2000]; however, performance tradeoffs and algorithm efficiency are perhaps even more
relevant for deinterlacing applications. As a result, low complexity approaches such
as line doubling and linear interpolation are still popular, and simple adaptive meth-
ods like edge-based line averaging (ELA) [Lee et al., 2000] are often preferred even
in hardware implementations. Use of a CGI framework to define local isophote or
edge orientation enables edge-based deinterlacing with higher angular resolution than
ELA at a manageable computational cost.
In any deinterlacing approach, each newly generated row is bordered by two known
rows in the same time frame and also two known rows in the neighboring time frames.
Either pair can be used to directly estimate new data points using simple averaging or
an edge-based approach. For the CGI-based approach, a row-to-row-next and/or row-
to-row-previous framework can be used to link pixels in the known rows. Applying
the symmetric brightness constraint to this framework yields:
I(m− 1, n− d, p) = I(m,n, p) = I(m+ 1, n+ d, p). (6.9)
The appropriate value for d at every pixel in the new row is determined as for the
general case; however, the cost function is modified to form:
E(d) =
[
I(m+ 1, n, p)− I(m− 1, n, p) + d
(
∂I(m+ 1, n, p)
∂y
+
∂I(m− 1, n, p)
∂y
)]2
.
(6.10)
The estimate for the new data point at horizontal position n in the new row positioned
half-way between rows m− 1 and m+ 1 is simply:
I(m,n, p) = 0.5(I(m− 1, n− d, p) + I(m+ 1, n+ d, p)). (6.11)
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The appropriate values for I(m − 1, n − d, p) and I(m + 1, n + d, p) are interpolated
from the existing lines of data using a one-dimensional, non-directional interpolator,
which yields an intra-frame estimate of the full frame. Figure 6.15 highlights the
image quality improvements relative to ELA. In contrast to the general interpola-
tion approach, no new columns are interpolated (directionally or otherwise) and no
gridding step is required for deinterlacing which results in a significantly reduced
computational burden.
Inter-frame data can also be incorporated as in the spatio-temporal variant of
ELA (STELA) [Oh et al., 2000]. The inter-frame brightness constraint linking the
temporally adjacent pair of lines can be expressed as:
I(m− d, n, p− 1) = I(m,n, p) = I(m+ d, n, p+ 1). (6.12)
To parallel the STELA [Oh et al., 2000] approach, the final pixel value is set to the
median intensity from the set containing the two closest (spatially) pixels in the same
frame, the two closest pixels in the adjacent frame, and the intra- or inter-frame
estimate based on which match has a smaller intensity difference. Median filtering
in this way avoids changes that are both temporally and spatially abrupt. Table
6.3 shows the PSNR achieved for several sample videos using the intra- and inter-
frame approaches described along with their low angular resolution counterparts, ELA
and STELA. More complex algorithms that build of this fundamental approach to
deinterlacing based on inter-vector intensity matching using CGI have been explored
in detail elsewhere by Venkatesan [2012].
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ELA
CGI-based 
(Intra-frame)
Figure 6.15: Deinterlacing results using ELA and CGI-based approaches. The edge
angles on the left side of the frame are poorly addressed by the quantized edge angle
approximations available using the ELA approach.
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Table 6.3: PSNR comparisons (in dB) for deinterlacing of sample videos.
Video Weave Line
Averaging
ELA Intra-
Frame
CGI
STELA Inter-
Frame
CGI
Akiyo 33.302 38.359 36.758 40.300 41.237 44.489
Bowing 31.617 36.850 34.617 37.629 37.013 41.490
Bridge Far 29.854 32.244 32.135 33.851 38.788 37.312
Container 24.436 28.017 27.795 29.618 35.479 34.990
Deadline 27.178 30.443 28.519 31.597 35.662 35.923
Foreman 28.162 31.519 32.149 33.524 31.467 34.827
Galleon 21.411 24.333 23.344 24.391 31.609 29.104
Hall Monitor 25.801 29.945 30.435 31.794 36.942 36.971
Mother 33.103 36.637 36.016 39.453 42.599 43.126
News 28.469 34.202 31.765 35.088 36.855 40.180
Students 28.124 31.906 30.994 32.987 37.086 38.112
Paris 23.541 26.717 25.370 27.800 30.943 32.185
Sign Irene 32.667 36.468 36.268 36.285 36.181 38.038
6.4 SUMMARY
This chapter covers interpolation methods for enlarging or filling-in single images or
frames. The CGI approach to upholding the brightness constraint is used to define a
pixel-by-pixel registration transform that links two locations within the collected data
set. Having defined the intensities at matched locations, new data are placed along
the registration vector that connects two locations, and the final image or volume
lattice is defined by gridding the new data onto a regular pixel array.
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CHAPTER 7
Applications in Inter-Image Interpolation
Just as displacements approximating image isophotes can be used to direct and adapt
interpolation kernels, displacement vector fields that describe motion between or reg-
ister two images can be used to reshape the neighborhoods used in inter-image inter-
polation. Registration-based interpolation uses a registration transform, which maps
one set of known data to a spatially or temporally related set, to generate super-
resolution data along the mapping. The fundamental assumption of registration-
based interpolation is that the data bounding interpolants have similar features that
the algorithm can identify and link [Penney et al., 2004]. As a result, registration-
based interpolation is often applied to interpolate between images in a volumetric
data set or between frames of video [Frakes et al., 2008]. Between adjacent video
frames, the connections represent motion vectors that link the time-varying locations
of objects [Chen and Lorenz, 2012, Lim and Park, 2011]. We begin by exploring
interpolation in the time dimension (inter-frame interpolation) and then extend our
discussion to include interpolation of volumetric image data.
7.1 INTER-FRAME INTERPOLATION
While compression is a more ubiquitous application of motion estimation, many inter-
frame interpolation strategies also rely on motion estimation. In a sense, compression
leverages some additional information that allows a good approximation of the orig-
inal data to be interpolated well based on a subset of those data. Motion-based
compression defines ‘missing’ frames by using the motion field to relocate data in the
reference frame and adding in a low bit-depth residual frame. Motion-based inter-
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polation defines ‘additional’ frames by using a fractional version of the motion field
and residual frame to define a new frame between the reference and target images. If
the reference frame I(p) and the target frame I(p+ 1) are linked by the motion field
[D1,D2] such that the residual frame, R(p+ 1), is defined (pixel-wise) as:
R(m+ d1, n+ d2, p+ 1) = I(m+ d1, n+ d2, p+ 1)− I(m,n, p), where
d1 = D1(m,n) and
d2 = D2(m,n),
(7.1)
then we can define an interpolated frame at time p+ ∆p as:
I(m+ ∆pd1, n+ ∆pd2, p+ ∆p) = I(m,n, p) + ∆pR(m+ d1, n+ d2, p+ 1)
= ∆pI(m+ d1, n+ d2, p+ 1) + (1−∆p)I(m,n, p)).
(7.2)
Effective compression is based on the assumption that the motion field can be
defined such that:
|R(m,n, p+ 1)| < |I(m,n, p+ 1)− I(m,n, p)|. (7.3)
Similarly, the use of a motion field to direct inter-frame interpolation improves the
estimate over (for example) a linear approach where:
I(m,n, p+ ∆p) = ∆pI(m,n, p+ 1) + (1−∆p)I(m,n, p)). (7.4)
Table 7.1 illustrates this result for images from the Middlebury collection [Baker et al.,
2011, Sun et al., 2010]. The accuracies of interpolation results obtained using iterative
and analytical implementations of CGI-based optical flow are again compared to
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Table 7.1: PSNR comparisons (in dB) for inter-frame interpolation results. Results
are generated using the frame pair average (linear interpolation) and motion field
directed interpolation and are reported for several sample data sets from the Middle-
bury collection [Baker et al., 2011, Sun et al., 2010].
Linear
Analytical
CGI
Iterative
CGI
Horn-
Schunck
Optical
Flow
Beanbags 107.41 88.87 88.75 80.51
Dimetrodon 29.21 10.1 7.79 8.19
Dog Dance 70.16 28.59 26.59 21.78
Grove 314.69 107.16 52.12 52.72
Hydrangea 103.5 33.7 16.20 17.60
Mini Cooper 168.21 98.05 21.40 17.02
Rubber Whale 7.19 5.59 11.57 5.31
Urban 139.41 105.0 19.59 15.57
Venus 200.36 89.50 35.38 29.17
Walking 18.05 9.7 9.45 9.38
those achieved with an iterative approach based on the Horn-Schunck framework. As
with motion fields themselves, the CGI framework generally offers a trade-off where
accuracy is compromised for efficiency.
7.2 INTER-SLICE INTERPOLATION
The mathematics and algorithms described for inter-frame interpolation of times se-
ries data can be applied directly to inter-slice interpolation of volumetric data [Frakes
et al., 2008]. Whereas the displacement vectors used for inter-frame interpolation are
directly related to physical motion, the displacements determined using the bright-
ness constraint in a volumetric context track isophotes and link isointense structures
through multiple slices. Volumetric images for medical diagnostics are commonly
collected with limited inter-slice resolution making interpolation desirable. Inter-slice
interpolation of magnetic resonance images is shown in Figure 7.1.
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Plane 
Resolution
Linear 
Interpolation
CGI, Brightness-
Directed 
Interpolation
Original 
Reformatted 
Images
Figure 7.1: Through-plane interpolation of synthetic MRI data. The in-plane resolu-
tion of the brain image is 1mm× 1mm and the slice thickness is 9mm. The alternate
projections are shown along with images resampled to isotropic resolution using linear
and the CGI-directed approach to inter-slice interpolation.
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7.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter, the discussion from the previous chapter is extended to cover inter-
polation methods for image stacks or volumes. Again, the CGI approach is used to
uphold the brightness constraint and define a pixel-by-pixel registration transform
that links two locations within the collected data set. Having defined the intensities
at matched locations, new data are placed along the registration vector that connects
two locations, and the final image or volume lattice is defined by gridding the new
data onto a regular pixel array.
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CHAPTER 8
Discussions
In this work, the focus has been primarily on the use of control grids to minimize error
functions related to the brightness constraint. In addition to exploring the registration
process itself, applications and extensions into interpolation were covered. Prior to
concluding, this chapter will be used to review some of the strengths and weaknesses
of the control grid formulation along with potential avenues for future work.
The use of CGI to constrain an optimization problem has direct consequences that
may be advantageous or problematic depending on the application. Furthermore, in
implementing CGI, allowing modifications or exceptions to the underlying mathe-
matics can provide a mechanism for overcoming some inherent limitations. In this
chapter, some of the strengths and weaknesses of CGI-based methods are highlighted
before briefly discussing ways that certain weaknesses can be overcome.
Chapter 2 compared and contrasted two common motion estimation techniques:
block matching and optical flow. The descriptions of motion defined using block
matching algorithms are limited to uniform translations of entire blocks of pixels.
This is a clear weakness in that the types of movement that can be characterized
are severely restricted (e.g. rotation and zooming cannot be described), objects that
span multiple blocks may be artificially split by the estimated motion, and objects
smaller than the block size may be neglected. Block matching approaches always
involve iterative minimization and require explicit evaluation of match quality. Ex-
haustive searches can become prohibitively expensive and many fast block matching
approaches add additional assumptions (e.g. locally planar intensities) to decrease
the number of candidate motion vectors.
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Optical flow generates a dense motion field wherein the motion of each pixel is
represented as a translation. Depending on the constraints placed on the estimated
displacement vectors, a wide range of motions can be described including rotations
and non-rigid-body deformations. Constraints on the motion field (particularly those
related to its smoothness) can be imposed to promote solutions such that nearby
pixels move in similar ways; however, objects are not explicitly segmented or kept
together. The optical flow approaches described are based on the first order Taylor
series expansion of the brightness constraint and make the assumption that intensities
are locally planar.
Chapter 3 explored the use of a control grid to constrain the solutions to optical
flow. CGI enforces a particular type of smoothness constraint on the estimated motion
field and modifies the approach to resemble a hybrid of block matching and optical
flow. One major distinction between a CGI approach and either optical flow or block
matching is the global connectivity of the model. While other approaches promote
global smoothness as part of the optimization, the CGI framework formally defines the
local smoothness constraint. The connected framework and predetermined solution
structure enable analytical approaches that provide a globally optimal solution. Real
data, however, may not conform to the global connectivity enforced by the CGI
framework.
In Chapters 4 and 5, CGI was used as an approach to signal registration. For
cases such as dynamic time warping, a deformable model with global connectivity is
a logical selection. Chapter 5 also showed that tracking a moving object in a static
scene using a pure CGI framework can result in significant errors in the estimated
motion field. A primary reason for such errors is that inaccurate motion estimates do
not necessarily have consequence in the context of matching errors. Consider a plane
moving across a clear sky. There is no penalty (in terms of the brightness constraint)
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associated with a motion field that displaces the surrounding sky along with the plane.
Iterative approaches that start with no displacement as the initial guess are more
likely to leave the background in its appropriate location. Refinements of the motion
field that reset (to zero) displacements that do not improve the local matching error
can also be used to improve on misestimations. Externally imposed constraints on
maximum displacement can also improve the fidelity of motion estimates. An iterative
CGI framework that implements such adjustments and is allowed to deviate from the
globally optimized solution can yield results that are much closer in accuracy to pure
optical flow, while retaining the improvements in computation time characteristic of
CGI.
Chapter 6 and 7 described the use of CGI-based registration to look at direc-
tional interpolation methods. Interpolation can be thought of as weighted averaging
within a neighborhood to define new data points inside that neighborhood. When
neighborhoods are defined based strictly on spatial relationships, the neighborhood
average may have little in common with a new point’s true value. If a neighborhood
is specifically defined to contain points with similar values, estimating new points
in that neighborhood based on the average will be more effective. Approaches to
upholding the brightness constraint based on CGI provide a highly efficient means
of establishing similarly intense neighborhoods, and form an effective foundation for
interpolation in multiple dimensions. The counterpoint to those strengths is that the
relatively large regions that nodal displacement parameters influence can disregard
and in turn distort fine textural information.
Overall the strengths and weaknesses of a CGI approach to optical-flow-type op-
timization problems are generally related to accuracy and efficiency trade-offs. CGI
problems can be directly solved quickly producing a globally connected solution. At
the expense of more complicated implementations and greater computational costs,
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the control grid structure can be dynamically adjusted and the grid selectively bro-
ken to accommodate data features that do not adhere to the connectivity framework;
however, fine textures and features with very limited spatial extent remain difficult
to handle well with CGI.
8.1 APPLICATION TO HIGHER-DIMENSIONS AND MULTIVARIATE OPTI-
MIZATION
In Chapter 5, a CGI framework was used to register two medical image slices despite
differences in contrast. Incorporating the contrast ratio as a third degree of freedom
was addressed using an iterative refinement procedure. CGI is a general approach
to constraining optimization and can be applied in contexts not addressed in this
work (with higher degrees of freedom) or for data of higher dimensions. For practical
applications related to medical image registration, it would be desirable to register
volumetric data sets collected with different contrast characteristics. This type of
application has been addressed using optical flow and could be constrained with a
higher-dimension control grid structure (i.e., prisms in place of polygons). In addition
to higher spatial dimensions, optical flow techniques have been applied to vector fields
considering color and flow data as true vectors (as opposed to multiple, separate
scalars). Researchers have built on the brightness constraint and incorporated mass
and divergence constraints into similar frameworks. These applications represent
opportunities for further development and deployment of control grid formulations.
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CHAPTER 9
Summary Conclusions
The main contributions presented in this dissertation relate to the use of control grid
interpolation to structure the solutions to motion estimation and other registration
problems and in turn facilitate the optimization process using an intensity preserving
brightness constraint. In the context of one-dimensional signals and uniquely deter-
mined systems, CGI serves as a regularizer employed to overcome noise and spurious
solution behavior resulting from outliers. For under-determined, two-dimensional
scenarios, the CGI framework constrains the optimization problem and makes it
tractable. In all applications, an analytical approach to CGI problems has been iden-
tified; however, the optimal solution to the explicit problem does not always yield the
best result for a given application. Future developments will focus on refinement pro-
cedures and on extensions to higher dimensions. A hybrid of the analytical solution
and an iterative adjustment protocol has the potential to generate superior results in
many applications.
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APPENDIX A
MATLAB CODE
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Program A.1: Implementation of Exhaustive Search Block Matching Algorithm
1 function [d1,...%displacments along vertical
2 d2]...%displacments along horizontal
3 = BMA ES(originImage,...%source image
4 destinationImage,...%image with ...
matching candidates
5 blockSize,...%size of the matching blocks
6 maxDisplacement)%largest displacement ...
to be considered
7
8 %Computes displacement field using exhaustive search method
9
10 [M N] = size(originImage); %sizing
11
12 d2 = zeros(M,N); %preallocate
13 d1 = zeros(M,N); %preallocate
14 %Find the best match for each blockSize x blockSize block ...
beginning with the
15 %block having pixel (1,1) as its top left corner pixel.
16 %outer loops index through the blocks in the origin image
17 for m = 1 : blockSize : M−blockSize+1
18 for n = 1 : blockSize : N−blockSize+1
19 %inner loops shift through match candidates in the ...
destination image
20 %prep with a non−shift output:
21 blockDelta = abs(...
22 originImage(m:m+(blockSize−1),...
23 n:n+(blockSize−1)) − ...
24 destinationImage(m:m+(blockSize−1),...
25 n:n+(blockSize−1)));
26 minError = sum(blockDelta(:));%using sum of abs. differences
118
27 d1Best = 0; %populate the current estimate
28 d2Best = 0; %for the displacement field entry
29
30 for d1Candidate = −maxDisplacement : maxDisplacement
31 for d2Candidate = −maxDisplacement : maxDisplacement
32 %the candidate block in the destination image has
33 %the top left corner:
34 dest m = m + d1Candidate;
35 dest n = n + d2Candidate;
36
37 %make sure the destination block is entirely ...
within bounds
38 if ( dest m < 1 | | ... %top
39 dest n < 1 | | ... %left
40 dest m + blockSize −1 > M | | ... %bottom
41 dest n + blockSize −1 > N ) %right
42 continue; % do not consider block
43 end
44 %compute the absolute difference in the blocks:
45 blockDelta = abs(...
46 originImage(m:m+(blockSize−1),...
47 n:n+(blockSize−1)) − ...
48 destinationImage((dest m:dest m+(blockSize−1)),...
49 (dest n:dest n+(blockSize−1))));
50 SAD = sum(blockDelta(:));%using sum of abs. ...
differences
51 if(SAD<minError)
52 minError = SAD;
53 d1Best = d1Candidate; %populate the current ...
estimate
119
54 d2Best = d2Candidate; %for the displacement ...
field entry
55 end
56
57 end
58 end
59
60 %assign the displacements that emerge as the best to the ...
block:
61 d1(m:m+(blockSize−1),n:n+(blockSize−1)) = d1Best;
62 d2(m:m+(blockSize−1),n:n+(blockSize−1)) = d2Best;
63 end
64 end
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Program A.2: Defining the Interpolation Matrix (Θ) for Expanding Along One Di-
mension
1 function [interp,...%left multiplying nodal data by this matrix ...
interpolates
2 nodes] ...%positioning of the nodes
3 = defineInterpMatrix(lineLength,...%full resolution ...
number of pixels
4 k,... %stiffness parameter describing the distance ...
between nodes
5 nodes) %optional input prescribing node locations
6 %This function defines the interpolation matrix based on the nodes
7
8 %if the nodes are defined elsewhere, then use those
9 if(nargin==2) %otherwise define with regular spacing k
10 %such that ceil((lineLength)/k) nodes are placed at every
11 %k−pixels and always at the last index:
12 nodes = 1:k:lineLength;
13 end
14 if(nodes(end) 6=lineLength);
15 nodes = [nodes,lineLength];
16 end
17 %the number of nodes and the spacing define the matrix
18 numNodes = numel(nodes);
19 interp = zeros(lineLength,numNodes);
20 %data at the nodes can be interpolated for every location by ...
multiplying
21 %with the interpMatrix:
22 %lineDisps = interp*nodeDisps;
23
24 %using linear basis functions:
25 %the span vector describes the internodal spaces:
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26 span = nodes(2:end)−nodes(1:end−1);
27 %we fill the interp matrix one 'chunk' at a time
28 %the chunk in column j will start at row nodes(j) with a value of 1
29 %and continue to subsequent rows with values dropping of 1/span ...
each row
30 for(chunk = 1:numel(span))
31 for(row=0:(span(chunk)−1))
32 interpRow = nodes(chunk)+row;
33 firstCol = chunk;
34 secondCol = chunk+1;
35 interp(interpRow,firstCol) = 1−row/span(chunk);
36 interp(interpRow,secondCol) = row/span(chunk);
37 end
38 end
39 %The last entry is the last node and doesn't need to be interpolated
40 interp(lineLength,numNodes) =1;
41 end %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%END defineInterpMatrix
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Program A.3: Example Interpolation Matrices for Expanding Along One and Two
Dimensions
1 %display script: show sample interpolation matrices for 1D and 2D CGI
2 M = 10;%1st dimension/vector length
3 k = 3;%node spacing
4 %compute the 1D interpolation matrix
5 [interpX,nodesX] = defineInterpMatrix(M,k);
6 %confirm dimensions:
7 if(size(interpX)==[M,numel(nodesX)])
8 disp('interpolation matrix is MxL')
9 M = size(interpX,1)
10 Lx = size(interpX,2)
11 end
12 %show
13 figure
14 imshow(interpX)
15 title('1D Interpolation Matrix')
16
17 %square image example:
18 [interpXX] = kron(interpX,interpX);
19 %confirm dimensions:
20 if(size(interpXX)==[Mˆ2,numel(nodesX)ˆ2])
21 disp('interpolation matrix is (Mˆ2)x(Lˆ2)')
22 Msqrd = size(interpXX,1)
23 Lsqrd = size(interpXX,2)
24 end
25 figure
26 imshow(interpXX)
27 title('2D Interpolation Matrix for square control grid')
28
29 %rectangular image example:
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30 N = 13;%2nd dimension
31 k = 3;%node spacing kept the same
32 %compute the 1D interpolation matrix
33 [interpY,nodesY] = defineInterpMatrix(N,k);
34 %confirm dimensions:
35 if(size(interpY)==[N,numel(nodesY)])
36 disp('interpolation matrix is MxL')
37 N = size(interpY,1)
38 Ly = size(interpY,2)
39 end
40
41 [interpXY] = kron(interpY,interpX);
42 %confirm dimensions:
43 if(size(interpXY)==[M*N,numel(nodesX)*numel(nodesY)])
44 disp('interpolation matrix is (M*N)x(Lx*Ly)')
45 MxN = size(interpXY,1)
46 LxLy = size(interpXY,2)
47 end
48 figure
49 imshow(interpXY)
50 title('2D Interpolation Matrix for rectangular control grid')
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Program A.4: Solving Systems of Equations with Tridiagonal Structure
1 function d = TDMA(a,b,c,e)%tridiagonal matrix solver
2 %a, b, c are the column vectors for the compressed tridiagonal ...
matrix,
3 %e is the right vector
4 %Problem is of the form:
5 %
6 % | b(1) c(1) 0 0 0 ... 0 | | d(1) | | e(1) |
7 % | a(2) b(2) c(2) 0 0 ... 0 | | d(2) | | e(2) |
8 % | 0 a(3) b(3) c(3) 0 ... 0 | | d(2) | | e(2) |
9 % | 0 0 \ \ \ 0 ... 0 |x | : | = | : |
10 % | : : : : : : | | : | | : |
11 % | 0 0 a(n−1) b(n−1) c(n−1) 0 | | : | | : |
12 % | 0 0 ... a(n) b(n) c(n) | | d(n) | | e(n) |
13 %
14 %The tridiagonal matrix algorithm performs Gaussian elimination ...
using a
15 %standard sequence capitalizing on the structure of the ...
coefficient matrix
16 n = length(b); % n is the number of rows
17
18
19 %Stage 1: Modify the problem to be of the form:
20 %
21 % | 1 c'(1) 0 0 0 ... 0 | | d(1) | | e'(1) |
22 % | 0 1 c'(2) 0 0 ... 0 | | d(2) | | e'(2) |
23 % | 0 0 1 c'(3) 0 ... 0 | | d(2) | | e'(2) |
24 % | 0 0 \ \ \ 0 ... 0 |x | : | = | : |
25 % | : : : : : : | | : | | : |
26 % | 0 0 0 1 c'(n−1) : | | : | | : |
27 % | 0 0 ... 0 0 1 | | d(n) | | e'(n) |
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28 %
29 % updating c and e to c' and e' in place:
30 if(b(1))% Division by zero risk
31 c(1) = c(1) / b(1);
32 e(1) = e(1) / b(1);
33 else %pseudo invert (ie. replace the infs and NaNs with 0)
34 c(1) = 0;
35 e(1) = 0;
36 end
37
38 for i = 2:n
39 denom = b(i) − (c(i−1)*a(i));
40 if(denom) %nonzero case
41 coeff = 1 / denom;
42 else %replacing with 0 if undefined
43 coeff = 0;
44 end
45 c(i) = c(i)*coeff;
46 e(i) = (e(i) − e(i−1) * a(i)) * coeff;
47 end
48
49 %Stage 2:Back substitute to solve for each value in d
50 d(n) = e(n);
51 for i = n−1:−1:1
52 d(i) = e(i) − c(i) * d(i + 1);
53 end
54 end
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Program A.5: Sample DTW Algorithm based on CGI and Optical Flow
1 function [displacements] ...%the computed displacements
2 = linePair timeWarp(linePair,... %vectors ...
to match
3 k) %node spacing(s)
4
5 %Computes the displacments that map one time signal to another ...
based on
6 %matched signal strength
7
8 %linePair is the array [line1;line2]
9 %k defines the node spacing and can be a vector specifying a ...
series of
10 %spacings (should monotonically decrease)
11
12
13 %from the input define:
14 M = size(linePair,2);%line length
15 pyramidHeight = length(k);%the number of steps in the pyramid
16
17 %initialize:
18 displacements = zeros(M,1);
19 source = linePair(1,:);
20 matches = linePair(2,:);
21
22 %prep the figure to plot the matches:
23 dispMatches = figure('Name','Point Correspondence','Color',[1 1 1]);
24
25 for(step = 1:pyramidHeight) %progress through resolution pyramid
26 %define the nodes and intepolation matrix
27 [interp,nodes] = defineInterpMatrix(M,k(step));
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28 L = length(nodes);
29 %force the first and last displacements to be zero:
30 interp(:,1) = 0;
31 interp(:,end) = 0;
32
33 %determine the linePair derivatives
34 I t = [matches(:)−source(:)];
35 I x = [matches(2)−matches(1),...
36 0.5*[matches(3:end)−matches(1:end−2)],...
37 matches(end)−matches(end−1)]';
38
39 %structure the matrices
40 J = diag(I x)*interp;
41 JtransJ = J'*J;
42 RHS = J'*(−1*I t);
43
44 %solve for the displacments at the grid points:
45 %split the matrix into the diagonal components:
46 a = [0 JtransJ(2:L+1:end)];
47 b = JtransJ(1:L+1:end);
48 c = [JtransJ(L+1:L+1:end) 0];
49 %note that e = RHS;
50 nodalDisps = TDMA(a,b,c,RHS);
51
52 %interpolate to find the full solution and add to existing ...
displacmenets
53 displacements = displacements + interp*nodalDisps';
54
55 %convert the computed displacements to matched locations, enforce ...
'rules'
56 %force the range to stay inside measured time:
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57 targetLocations = min(max(double(1:M)+displacements',1),M);
58 %replace any overlaps with singularities:
59 prevLoc = targetLocations(1);
60 for ndx=2:M
61 if(targetLocations(ndx)<prevLoc)
62 targetLocations(ndx) = prevLoc;
63 end
64 prevLoc = targetLocations(ndx);
65 end
66 displacements = [targetLocations−double(1:M)]'; %update the ...
displacements
67
68 %normalize the signals for plotting:
69 line1 = linePair(1,:);
70 normed1 = (line1−mean(line1))./std(line1);
71 line2 = linePair(2,:);
72 normed2 = (line2−mean(line2))./std(line2);
73 %define the matches in the target line:
74 matches = interp1(1:M,normed2,targetLocations,'pchip',0);
75
76 %%%% PLOTTING UTILITIES %%%%
77 %hard−coded, defines amount of space between the two signals in plot
78 separate = 5;
79 %plot the normalized signals
80 subplot(pyramidHeight,1,step)
81 hold on;
82 title(['Multiresolution Pass ',num2str(step),', k = ...
',num2str(k(step))],...
83 'FontSize',14,'FontName','Times');
84 plot(normed1,'r−','LineWidth',2);
85 plot(normed2−separate,'b−','LineWidth',2);
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86 if(step 6=pyramidHeight)
87 set(gca, 'ytick',[],'xtick',[],'FontName','Times','FontSize',14);
88 else
89 set(gca, 'ytick',[],'FontName','Times','FontSize',14);
90 end
91 %connect the matches
92 for ndx=1:M
93 origin = ndx;
94 destination = targetLocations(ndx);
95 h=line([origin destination], ([normed1(ndx) ...
matches(ndx)−separate]));
96 set(h,'LineWidth',1,'color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
97 end
98 %%%%%%%%
99
100 end
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Program A.6: Computation of the derivatives with the Scharr (modified Sobel) kernel.
1 function [Ix, ...%derivative along x/first/column/vertical dimension
2 Iy, ...%derivative along y/second/row/horizontal dimension
3 phi]...%the counter−clockwise gradient angle
4 = scharrDerivatives(testImage,...%input 2D image ...
matrix
5 clean,... %eliminate small ...
derivatives
6 visualize) %show the images
7
8 %computes the partial x and y derivatives using the Scharr ...
derivatives
9 %optional clean arguement removes small derivatives,
10 % if clean = 0 or empty then values are untouched, otherwise ...
derivatives
11 % with magnitudes less than clean*max(testImage) are set to zero.
12 %visualize generates a plot of the image, derivatives, and ...
gradient angle
13 %no inputs runs as a demo using MATLAB packaged cameraman image
14
15 %Defaults
16 if(nargin<3)
17 visualize = 0; %default is not to show figures
18 if(nargin<2)
19 clean = 0; %default is to not clean
20 if(nargin<1)
21 testImage = imread('cameraman.tif');%run as demo
22 visualize = 1; %show figures for demo
23 end
24 end
25 end
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26
27 %convert the input to double if necessary
28 if(isinteger(testImage))
29 testImage = double(testImage);
30 end
31
32 %Begin with simple subtraction along the individual rows and columns
33 %use centered difference where possible and forward differences ...
when not
34
35 %differences going along columns:
36 Icol = [(testImage(2,:)−testImage(1,:)); ...
37 (1/2)*(testImage(3:end,:)−testImage(1:end−2,:)); ...
38 (testImage(end,:)−testImage(end−1,:))];
39 %
40 Irow = [(testImage(:,2)−testImage(:,1)) ...
41 (1/2)*(testImage(:,3:end)−testImage(:,1:end−2)) ...
42 (testImage(:,end)−testImage(:,end−1))];
43
44
45 %extend the derivatives to be from 3x3 Scharr kernels
46 Ix = 1/16*[3*Icol(:,1:end−2)+10*Icol(:,2:end−1)+3*Icol(:,3:end)];
47 Ix = [Icol(:,1), Ix, (Icol(:,end))];
48
49 Iy = (1/16)*[3*Irow(1:end−2,:)+10*Irow(2:end−1,:)+3*Irow(3:end,:)];
50 Iy = [Irow(1,:); Iy; Irow(end,:)];
51
52 %remove small derivatives:
53 if(clean)
54 Ix(abs(Ix)<clean*max(testImage(:)))=0;
55 Iy(abs(Iy)<clean*max(testImage(:)))=0;
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56 end
57
58 %compute the pixel−by−pixel gradient angle phi
59 phi = atand(−1*(Iy)./(Ix));
60 %note: NaNs are likely to occur.
61
62 %sample plots
63 if(visualize)
64 figure('Name','Derivative Images','Color',[1 1 1]);
65 subplot('position',[0.03 0.5 0.4 0.4]);
66 imshow(repmat(testImage,[1,1,3])/max(testImage(:)),[])
67 title('Input Image','FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
68 subplot('position',[0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4]);
69 imshow(phi,[−90,90])
70 colorbar('FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
71 title('Gradient Angle ...
(Degrees)','FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
72 subplot('position',[0.05 0.02 0.4 0.4]);
73 imshow(Ix,[min([Ix(:);Iy(:)]),max([Ix(:);Iy(:)])])
74 colorbar('FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
75 title('Vertical Derivatives','FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
76 subplot('position',[0.5 0.02 0.4 0.4]);
77 imshow(Iy,[min([Ix(:);Iy(:)]),max([Ix(:);Iy(:)])])
78 colorbar('FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
79 title('Horizontal Derivatives','FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
80 colormap('jet')
81 end
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Program A.7: Using the displacements, plot an isophote sketch of the image.
1 function isophotesFromDisplacments(d,... %displacements
2 k) %space between displacments
3
4 %Use the displacements to plot a line drawing of an image
5 %assumes displacments are horizontal offsets/matches made from ...
row−to−row
6 %k indicates spacing between displacements, k=1 indicates same as ...
line
7 %spacing.
8 if(nargin<2)
9 k=1;%default
10 end
11
12 [M,N] = size(d);
13 %protection against NaNs and Infs (e.g. when d = cotd(phi) and ...
phi=0).
14 d(isnan(d))=0;
15 d(isinf(d))=0;
16
17 %%%% PLOTTING UTILITIES %%%%
18 isophotePlot = figure('Name','Isophote Tracking','Color',[1 1 1]);
19 title(['Isophotes'],'FontSize',14,'FontName','Times');
20 hold on;
21 %connect the matches
22 %start at evenly spaced points along the bottom:
23 lattice = 1:k:N*k;
24 origin = lattice;
25 for m=M:−1:1 %step through the rows starting at the bottom
26 %interpolate to find the displacements where the isophotes ...
intersect
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27 %the current line
28 dispAtOrigin = interp1(lattice,d(m,:),origin,'linear',0);
29 %the displacements tell us where in the previous line the ...
isophote
30 %intersects
31 destination = origin − dispAtOrigin;
32 %check for bounds on the full set:
33 destination = min(max(destination,lattice(1)),lattice(end));
34
35 %Begin plotting the isophotes connecting the rows m and m−1
36 %up from the bottom:
37
38 %initialize:
39 prevLoc = destination(1);
40 newOrigin = origin;
41 ndx = 2;
42
43 %plot each isophote separately:
44 for n=2:N
45 if(destination(n)<prevLoc) %check if paths have merged
46 destination(n) = prevLoc; %keep just one in next set
47 elseif(destination(n)>(prevLoc + 3*k)) %check for 'large' gaps
48 newOrigin(ndx) = 0.5*(prevLoc + destination(n));% seed a ...
new point
49 ndx = ndx+1;
50 newOrigin(ndx) = destination(n); %retain the existing ...
point as well
51 ndx = ndx+1;
52 else
53 newOrigin(ndx) = destination(n); %no modifications
54 ndx = ndx+1;
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55 end
56 prevLoc = destination(n);
57 %add to graph:
58 h=line([origin(n) destination(n)], [M−m−1 M−m]);
59 set(h,'LineWidth',1,'color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
60 end
61 %adjust for next row
62 N = ndx;
63 origin = [newOrigin(1:N−1) lattice(end)];
64 end
65 %%%%%%%%
66 set(gca, 'ytick',[],'xtick',[],'FontName','Times','FontSize',14);
67 end
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Program A.8: Compute displacement pairs for each pixel in an image along with a
CGI estimate of the gradient angles.
1 function [d1,d2,...%the computed displacements
2 phi]... % the gradient angle
3 = displacementsAndAngles(testImage,... %input image
4 k,... %node spacing(s)
5 clean,... %clip out small ...
derivatives
6 visualize) %show the images
7
8 %Computes the displacments for matching between rows and columns
9 %similar to linePair timeWarp but for multiple lines of data and ...
two sets
10 %of displacements.
11 %As with scharrDerivatives:
12 %optional clean arguement removes small derivatives,
13 % if clean = 0 or empty then values are untouched, otherwise ...
derivatives
14 % with magnitudes less than clean*max(testImage) are set to zero.
15 %visualize generates a plot of the image, derivatives, and ...
gradient angle
16
17 %uses the Scharr derivitive function and can generate a similar ...
figure
18 if(nargin<4)
19 visualize = 0; %default is not to show figures
20 if(nargin<3)
21 clean = 0; %default is to not clean
22 if(nargin<2)
23 k=6; %default node spacing;
24 if(nargin<1)
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25 testImage = imread('cameraman.tif');%run as demo
26 visualize = 1; %show figures for demo
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 end
31
32
33 %from the input define and adjust:
34 [M,N,colorChannels] = size(testImage);%line length
35 %for simplicity − run on grayscale only:
36 if(colorChannels>1)
37 testImage = rgb2gray(testImage);
38 end
39
40 %define the derivative images:
41 [Ix,Iy] = scharrDerivatives(testImage,clean,visualize);
42
43 %define the Interp matrix and nodes:
44 [interp,nodes] = defineInterpMatrix(N,k);
45 L = length(nodes);
46 %force the first and last displacements to be zero:
47 interp(:,1) = 0;
48 interp(:,end) = 0;
49
50 %step through column−by−column to find d1:
51 %parfor(n=1:N) %use the parallel toolbox
52 for(n=1:N) %otherwise
53 J = diag(Ix(:,n))*interp;
54 JtransJ = J'*J;
55 RHS = J'*(−1*Iy(:,n));
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56
57 %solve for the displacments at the grid points:
58 %split the matrix into the diagonal components:
59 a = [0 JtransJ(2:L+1:end)];
60 b = JtransJ(1:L+1:end);
61 c = [JtransJ(L+1:L+1:end) 0];
62 %note that e = RHS;
63 nodalDisps = TDMA(a,b,c,RHS);
64 d1(:,n) = interp*nodalDisps';
65 end
66
67 %define the Interp matrix and nodes:
68 [interp,nodes] = defineInterpMatrix(M,k);
69 L = length(nodes);
70 %force the first and last displacements to be zero:
71 interp(:,1) = 0;
72 interp(:,end) = 0;
73
74 %step through row−by−row to find d2:
75 %parfor(m=1:M) %use the parallel toolbox
76 for(m=1:M) %otherwise
77 J = diag(Iy(m,:))*interp;
78 JtransJ = J'*J;
79 RHS = J'*(−1*Ix(m,:)');
80
81 %solve for the displacments at the grid points:
82 %split the matrix into the diagonal components:
83 a = [0 JtransJ(2:L+1:end)];
84 b = JtransJ(1:L+1:end);
85 c = [JtransJ(L+1:L+1:end) 0];
86 %note that e = RHS;
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87 nodalDisps = TDMA(a,b,c,RHS);
88 d2(m,:) = interp*nodalDisps';
89 end
90
91 %generate preliminary angle maps:
92 phiD1 = atand(d1);
93 phiD2 = atand(d2.ˆ−1);
94 phi = 0.5*(phiD1+phiD2);
95 %note that when d1=d2=0 phi is 45 − for consistency, set to 0
96 phi = phi − phi.*(d1==0).*(d2==0);
97
98 if(visualize)
99 figure('Name','CGI Displacement Images','Color',[1 1 1]);
100 subplot('position',[0.03 0.5 0.4 0.4]);
101 imshow(repmat(double(testImage),[1,1,3])/double(max(testImage(:))),[])
102 title('Input Image','FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
103 subplot('position',[0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4]);
104 imshow(phi,[−90,90])
105 colorbar('FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
106 title('Approximated Gradient Angle (Degrees)',...
107 'FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
108 subplot('position',[0.05 0.02 0.4 0.4]);
109 imshow(d2,quantile([d1(:);d2(:)],[.05 .95])) %exclude outliers
110 colorbar('FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
111 title('Horizontal Displacements','FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
112 subplot('position',[0.5 0.02 0.4 0.4]);
113 imshow(d1,quantile([d1(:);d2(:)],[.05 .95])) %exclude outliers
114 colorbar('FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
115 title('Vertical Displacements','FontSize',14,'FontName','Times')
116 colormap('jet')
117 end
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APPENDIX B
IMAGE AVERAGING AND BLUR
141
Table B.1: Objective Blur for 2× Down-sampling and Interpolation
Test file MSE PSNR SSIM VSNR UQI jnbm cpbd
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena.bmp 23.54 34.41 0.919 27.21 0.785 1.49 36.63
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_blurWeights.bmp 23.57 34.41 0.919 27.19 0.785 1.52 37.60
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_c2cN.bmp 24.67 34.21 0.915 27.13 0.780 1.57 42.90
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_c2cP.bmp 25.5 34.07 0.915 26.87 0.779 1.62 43.45
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_r2rN.bmp 26.71 33.86 0.914 26.80 0.778 1.45 32.04
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_r2rP.bmp 26.79 33.85 0.914 26.79 0.778 1.45 32.43
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_SAI.bmp 1.5053 39.096
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_ICBI.bmp 1.5537 41.6799
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp 1.5281 41.1382
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_SAGA.bmp 1.4874 36.4953
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_SME.bmp 1.5133 43.2454
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp 1.489 41.0334
Image Metric Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
Lena JNB
CPBD
1.489 1.528 1.554 1.505 1.513 1.487
41.033 41.138 41.680 39.096 43.245 36.495
Image Metric  C+ C- R+ R -
SAGA  
difference 
weighted
SAGA   
blur 
weighted
Lena
JNB
CPBD
PSNR
SSIM
VSNR
UQI
1.572 1.616 1.449 1.445 1.487 1.521
42.899 43.445 32.042 32.428 36.495 37.603
34.209 34.066 33.864 33.852 34.415 34.408
0.915 0.915 0.914 0.914 0.919 0.919
27.129 26.874 26.797 26.785 27.210 27.189
0.780 0.779 0.778 0.778 0.785 0.785
Table B.2: Objective Blur and Accuracy for 2× SAGA Interpolation
Test file MSE PSNR SSIM VSNR UQI jnbm cpbd
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena.bmp 23.54 34.41 0.919 27.21 0.785 1.49 36.63
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/Dis ertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_blurWeights.bmp 23.57 34.41 0.919 27.19 0.785 1.52 37.60
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/Dis ertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_c2cN.bmp 24.67 34.21 0.915 27.13 0.780 1.57 42.90
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/Dis ertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_c2cP. 5.5 34.07 0.915 26.87 0.7 9 1.62 4 .45
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/Dis ertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_r2rN.bmp 26.71 3 .86 0.914 26.80 0.7 8 1.45 32.0
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/Development/DissertationTesting/SAGA/Splits/BMPs/Lena_r2rP.bmp 26.79 33.85 0.914 26.79 0.778 1.45 32.43
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_SAI.bmp 1.50 39.096
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_ICBI.bmp 1.5 37 41.6799
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_INEDI.bmp 1.52 1 41.1382
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_SAGA. 1.4874 36.4953
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_SME. mp 1.5133 43.2454
/Users/christy/Documents/Work/TIPtesting/paperImages/downSampedBMP/Lena_test_bicubic.bmp 1.489 41.0334
Image Metric Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
Lena JN
CPBD
1.489 1.528 1.554 1.505 1.513 1.487
41.033 41.138 41.680 39.096 43.245 36.495
Image Metric  C+ C- R+ R -
SAGA  
difference 
weighted
SAGA   
blur 
weighted
Lena
JN
C BD
P NR
SSIM
VSNR
UQI
1.572 1.616 1.449 1.445 1.487 1.521
42.899 4 .445 32.042 32.428 36.495 37.603
34.209 34.066 33.864 33.852 34.415 34.408
0.915 0.915 0.914 0.914 0.919 0.919
27.129 26.874 26.797 26.785 27.210 27.189
0.780 0.779 0.778 0.778 0.785 0.785
This Appendix provides additional data to support the claim made on page 72
that the weighted combination of images improves the quantitative accuracy of inter-
polation results at some cost to (measured) image blur and with limited impact on
visual quality. Using IVQUEST [Murthy and Karam, 2010], quantitative, reference-
free assessment of blur was conducted using the just noticeable blur and cumulative
probability of blur detection metrics. The full SAGA approach to image interpo-
lation, including the weighted combination of multiple image estimates, generates
results with more image blur than other state-of-the art methods when interpolating
images that have been directly down sampled by a factor of two back to thier original
size. Results for a representative example, the Lena image, are shown in Table B.1.
Best results are shown in bold.
Importantly, this blur can be largely isolated to the row-to-row estimates. This
is because near horizontal edges are much better estimated by column-to-column
procedures and the blur metrics reported are only evaluated on the horizontal com-
ponent of edges [Narvekar and Karam, 2011]. Table B.2 shows both the objective
blur and full-reference accuracy metrics for each of the four independently interpo-
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lated images, the difference-weighted combination, and an average of the four images
using weights inversely proportional to the noticable blur. Two observations can be
readily made: the accuracy metrics are similar for all images and best for the differ-
ence weighted combination of images and the blur metrics are highest (best) for the
column-to-column images.
Comparison of Tables B.2 and B.1 shows that the difference approach to image
combination brings the objective blur levels from (in the case of the column-to-column
interpolated images) the best to the worst of the interpolators tested. The accuracy
results of the combination, however, are better than the individual images. Visual
quality is minimally impacted as shown in Figure B.1 ( the output and squared error
images for the results shown in Table B.2). Overall, the decrease in the blur metrics
(increase in blur measured) does not impact other measures of quality and is likely
an artificial by-product of the blur metrics themselves.
For the sake of thoroughness, blur metrics for the two times enlargement of the
original test images (absent any aliasing or artifacts introduced by post-processing)
are also reported. Because the blur metrics do not require ground truth, it is not
necessary to down sample images prior to enlargement. Both the standard, difference
weighted, approach to SAGA as well as the average of the two column-to-column
images are reported. As expected, the column-to-column results have lower measured
blur than the difference weighted images.
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Table B.3: Objective Blur for 2× Enlarged Test Images
Image Metric Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
SAGA 
column-to-
column
Boats
JNBM 9.1153 10.5805 9.4258 9.3859 9.3879 8.8261 9.3311
CPBD 49.0385 52.2296 52.7284 50.2858 53.4216 43.9753 48.6709
Goldhill
JNBM 10.331 11.2717 11.1464 10.6926 10.791 9.9437 10.7455
CPBD 48.2974 49.4892 50.6772 47.6316 50.9961 43.5928 48.4739
Houses
JNBM 7.4124 8.6425 8.1284 7.7969 7.9537 7.3401 7.9294
CPBD 34.9968 42.9064 38.9258 35.5083 38.9551 30.409 36.403
Lena
JNBM 3.9132 3.9611 4.1313 4.0225 3.9888 3.8722 4.146
CPBD 35.0655 33.9264 36.2258 33.5496 36.3682 31.6293 36.8466
Mandrill
JNBM 7.5766 8.5267 8.1572 7.8915 7.7471 7.5628 8.1598
CPBD 35.1414 40.653 36.3777 34.709 36.926 32.0127 38.5023
Monarch
JNBM 5.9119 5.9864 5.9972 6.0013 5.8655 5.9827 6.2833
CPBD 19.5676 19.1314 21.4031 16.0644 19.2074 15.3549 20.7761
Peppers
JNBM 5.5578 6.0163 6.0029 5.7936 5.8251 5.5677 6.3411
CPBD 57.0257 53.7912 57.1159 52.4733 59.1634 53.2903 58.2032
Mountains
JNBM 12.4335 13.8663 13.0788 12.7083 12.3744 12.2297 12.9018
CPBD 36.2682 42.4552 37.8633 35.9708 37.8915 31.8217 37.4823
Island
JNBM 11.5964 12.6122 12.069 11.6592 11.1633 11.6884 12.3854
CPBD 29.6527 34.5226 32.0167 28.3346 31.3334 27.2031 32.6547
Average Improvement 
vs. Bicubic
* 0.85 0.48 0.23 0.14 -0.09 0.49
* 2.67 2.03 -1.17 2.13 -3.97 1.44
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APPENDIX C
ALTERNATIVE TEST IMAGES FOR IMAGE INTERPOLATION
COMPARISONS
146
This Appendix addresses some of the short comings of the traditional, direct
downsampling approach to generating test images. The direct downsampling ap-
proach does not realistically model low resolution image collection by (for example)
a digital camera for two main reasons: 1) the low resolution data suffers from less
aliasing by virtue of low pass filtering by the camera lens and 2) there is noise inherent
to the image collection system. To examine the performance of SAGA interpolation
in more realistic applications, test images generated by low pass filtering (gaussian
blurring) prior to down sampling, test images corrupted by gaussian noise prior to
down sampling, and test images blurred and corrupted by noise were generated. The
kernel for gaussian blurring was a 3× 3 square kernel with σ = 0.5 and the noise was
30dB.
With few exceptions (notably the Monarch test image), the results are more com-
parable across all of the interpolating methods when the initial images are blurred
(Table C.1). The advantages of the SAGA algorithm are significantly reduced. SAGA
does, however, generate more accurate interpolation results than the comparison in-
terpolators when the testing image is significantly degraded by noise (Table C.2), and
this robustness to noise is still an apparent advantage when the test images are both
blurred and noise corrupted (Table C.3).
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Table C.1: Accuracy of 2× Enlargement of Blurred Images
Image Metric Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
Boats
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Goldhill
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Houses
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Island
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Lena
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Mandril
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Monarch
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Mountain
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Peppers
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Average 
Improvement 
vs. Bicubic
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
32.640 32.136 32.409 32.643 33.077 32.615
23.219 23.271 23.437 23.746 23.949 23.313
0.924 0.921 0.923 0.926 0.928 0.922
0.728 0.726 0.727 0.733 0.734 0.728
* -12.324 -5.475 0.052 10.573 -0.579
32.308 31.592 32.168 32.263 32.390 32.235
28.076 27.554 28.080 28.247 28.336 28.016
0.878 0.871 0.877 0.877 0.879 0.874
0.798 0.787 0.794 0.794 0.793 0.792
* -17.926 -3.270 -1.026 1.916 -1.680
23.681 23.574 23.479 23.897 24.034 23.732
18.744 18.790 18.601 19.376 19.520 18.851
0.797 0.793 0.794 0.806 0.811 0.799
0.759 0.752 0.756 0.765 0.772 0.758
* -2.487 -4.761 5.101 8.477 1.171
30.684 30.501 30.375 30.708 30.710 30.708
23.061 22.937 22.783 23.199 23.049 23.078
0.848 0.843 0.843 0.848 0.849 0.847
0.732 0.724 0.726 0.730 0.734 0.727
* -4.283 -7.375 0.556 0.609 0.565
34.168 34.254 34.576 34.769 34.709 34.251
26.817 27.842 28.005 28.284 28.034 27.241
0.922 0.921 0.923 0.925 0.925 0.921
0.792 0.787 0.791 0.792 0.794 0.788
* 1.991 9.860 14.845 13.254 1.927
23.693 23.572 23.472 23.918 23.838 23.764
14.366 14.496 14.162 14.940 14.644 14.635
0.731 0.730 0.730 0.739 0.737 0.726
0.722 0.721 0.722 0.729 0.727 0.714
* -2.832 -5.226 5.330 3.386 1.655
31.941 33.134 32.973 32.812 32.550 32.197
24.440 27.239 26.687 26.622 25.705 25.266
0.958 0.961 0.962 0.963 0.961 0.959
0.805 0.806 0.804 0.807 0.807 0.804
* 31.638 26.849 22.210 15.068 6.083
23.471 23.243 23.181 23.481 23.512 23.443
18.974 18.886 18.529 19.144 19.053 18.979
0.731 0.717 0.728 0.725 0.729 0.721
0.727 0.714 0.725 0.721 0.725 0.715
* -5.379 -6.891 0.240 0.965 -0.642
33.471 33.856 33.832 34.055 34.031 33.762
27.598 28.980 28.659 29.214 29.132 28.471
0.889 0.890 0.889 0.892 0.892 0.891
0.736 0.735 0.735 0.738 0.738 0.735
* 9.276 8.680 14.393 13.785 6.949
* -0.022 0.046 0.277 0.311 0.072
* 0.522 0.405 0.831 0.681 0.284
* -0.003 -0.001 0.003 0.003 -0.002
* -0.005 -0.002 0.001 0.003 -0.004
* -0.258 1.377 6.856 7.559 1.716
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Table C.2: Accuracy of 2× Enlargement of Noise Corrupted Images
Image Metric Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
Boats
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Goldhill
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Houses
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Island
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Lena
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Mandril
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Monarch
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Mountain
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Peppers
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Average 
Improvement 
vs. Bicubic
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
28.950 28.846 28.349 29.104 29.186 29.397
18.180 18.274 17.120 18.399 18.391 18.940
0.726 0.738 0.705 0.737 0.734 0.748
0.493 0.497 0.483 0.498 0.499 0.503
- -2.435 -14.844 3.611 5.576 10.835
28.707 28.581 28.221 28.847 28.787 29.127
22.972 22.873 21.915 23.005 23.025 23.734
0.714 0.722 0.695 0.722 0.718 0.732
0.592 0.596 0.578 0.596 0.595 0.603
- -2.963 -11.859 3.270 1.848 10.141
22.588 22.249 21.871 22.820 22.840 22.864
16.830 16.564 15.775 17.323 17.250 17.262
0.723 0.717 0.701 0.733 0.735 0.737
0.681 0.674 0.663 0.688 0.693 0.690
- -8.120 -17.954 5.476 5.967 6.551
27.837 27.746 27.189 27.951 27.895 28.242
18.927 18.901 17.837 18.996 18.912 19.558
0.660 0.670 0.634 0.668 0.666 0.683
0.453 0.456 0.434 0.457 0.458 0.466
- -2.119 -16.091 2.668 1.355 9.790
29.732 29.842 29.381 30.146 30.019 30.306
21.027 21.444 19.985 21.417 21.310 22.107
0.727 0.743 0.708 0.739 0.735 0.751
0.533 0.544 0.520 0.541 0.539 0.549
- 2.563 -8.431 10.005 6.826 14.134
22.380 22.026 21.572 22.623 22.565 22.726
11.779 11.416 10.411 12.139 11.968 12.397
0.656 0.656 0.632 0.667 0.666 0.667
0.637 0.637 0.615 0.646 0.646 0.645
- -8.491 -20.445 5.774 4.356 8.312
28.878 29.419 28.839 29.547 29.309 29.515
20.787 21.915 20.438 21.880 21.488 22.067
0.747 0.768 0.729 0.761 0.755 0.773
0.501 0.513 0.492 0.510 0.507 0.516
- 13.273 -0.898 16.663 10.450 15.794
22.361 22.051 21.549 22.473 22.444 22.628
16.918 16.582 15.513 17.073 16.948 17.423
0.669 0.661 0.646 0.669 0.670 0.676
0.659 0.652 0.638 0.659 0.660 0.663
- -7.405 -20.567 2.597 1.922 6.335
29.290 29.572 28.986 29.701 29.626 29.906
21.342 21.924 20.449 21.804 21.855 22.445
0.697 0.714 0.678 0.710 0.706 0.723
0.511 0.523 0.498 0.520 0.518 0.529
- 6.690 -7.253 9.910 8.029 15.235
- -0.044 -0.530 0.277 0.216 0.443
- 0.126 -1.035 0.364 0.265 0.797
- 0.008 -0.021 0.010 0.008 0.019
- 0.003 -0.015 0.006 0.006 0.012
- -1.001 -13.149 6.664 5.148 10.792
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Table C.3: Accuracy of 2× Enlargement of Noise and Blur Corrupted Images
Image Metric Bicubic INEDI ICBI SAI SME SAGA
Boats
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Goldhill
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Houses
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Island
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Lena
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Mandril
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Monarch
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Mountain
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Peppers
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
Average 
Improvement 
vs. Bicubic
PSNR
VSNR
SSIM
UQI
r
28.950 28.846 28.349 29.104 29.186 29.397
18.180 18.274 17.120 18.399 18.391 18.940
0.726 0.738 0.705 0.737 0.734 0.748
0.493 0.497 0.483 0.498 0.499 0.503
- -2.435 -14.844 3.611 5.576 10.835
28.707 28.581 28.221 28.847 28.787 29.127
22.972 22.873 21.915 23.005 23.025 23.734
0.714 0.722 0.695 0.722 0.718 0.732
0.592 0.596 0.578 0.596 0.595 0.603
- -2.963 -11.859 3.270 1.848 10.141
22.588 22.249 21.871 22.820 22.840 22.864
16.830 16.564 15.775 17.323 17.250 17.262
0.723 0.717 0.701 0.733 0.735 0.737
0.681 0.674 0.663 0.688 0.693 0.690
- -8.120 -17.954 5.476 5.967 6.551
27.837 27.746 27.189 27.951 27.895 28.242
18.927 18.901 17.837 18.996 18.912 19.558
0.660 0.670 0.634 0.668 0.666 0.683
0.453 0.456 0.434 0.457 0.458 0.466
- -2.119 -16.091 2.668 1.355 9.790
29.732 29.842 29.381 30.146 30.019 30.306
21.027 21.444 19.985 21.417 21.310 22.107
0.727 0.743 0.708 0.739 0.735 0.751
0.533 0.544 0.520 0.541 0.539 0.549
- 2.563 -8.431 10.005 6.826 14.134
22.380 22.026 21.572 22.623 22.565 22.726
11.779 11.416 10.411 12.139 11.968 12.397
0.656 0.656 0.632 0.667 0.666 0.667
0.637 0.637 0.615 0.646 0.646 0.645
- -8.491 -20.445 5.774 4.356 8.312
28.878 29.419 28.839 29.547 29.309 29.515
20.787 21.915 20.438 21.880 21.488 22.067
0.747 0.768 0.729 0.761 0.755 0.773
0.501 0.513 0.492 0.510 0.507 0.516
- 13.273 -0.898 16.663 10.450 15.794
22.361 22.051 21.549 22.473 22.444 22.628
16.918 16.582 15.513 17.073 16.948 17.423
0.669 0.661 0.646 0.669 0.670 0.676
0.659 0.652 0.638 0.659 0.660 0.663
- -7.405 -20.567 2.597 1.922 6.335
29.290 29.572 28.986 29.701 29.626 29.906
21.342 21.924 20.449 21.804 21.855 22.445
0.697 0.714 0.678 0.710 0.706 0.723
0.511 0.523 0.498 0.520 0.518 0.529
- 6.690 -7.253 9.910 8.029 15.235
- -0.044 -0.530 0.277 0.216 0.443
- 0.126 -1.035 0.364 0.265 0.797
- 0.008 -0.021 0.010 0.008 0.019
- 0.003 -0.015 0.006 0.006 0.012
- -1.001 -13.149 6.664 5.148 10.792
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